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GUNS QUET--WAR IS OVER IN EUROPEAN THEATRE MAY 9
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Funeral services for Mrs. Henry
Phillips who died Sunday.. May 6.
at the clinic, were held Tuesday
at the South Pleasant Grove
church, conducted by the Rev Hubert Miller of' Trimble. Tenn. and
Rev. Childers of Hazel, and burial
•
was in the church cemetery.
. Mrs Phillips suffered a stroke of
paralysis more than a year ago and
had been confined to her bed ever
since. and !several weeks ago was
removlei to the Clinic.
She is sutvived by her husband,
HenD, Phillips, who Is quite ill at
the Tome of his niece, Mrs. Sallie
Johnson, of Murray.
A son. Cordell Phillips. resides
'
in Detroit..

Douglas Horse Show
Postponed
for
. The horee show scheduled
Friday 'afternoon, May_11. at Doug.las High School has been postponed until May 17, al 2:30 pm.
This show is
• bectiiise of the rain
being given for the benefit of the
War Memorial gymnasium for the
eulured school.

the August primary.
Mr. Patterson, the son of W.
Patterson, former sheriff of this
county, has been engaged in farming. trucking, and live stock and
!timber business all his life.
He,
!until three years ago, lived near
'the Tennessee River. He sold his
farm to the TVA and now resides
I just east of town ond the Eginer
Ferry Highway.
He has a son, First Lt. Randall B.
Patterson, who is a German prisoner.' Mr. Patterson and his •family
are highly respected and well
ivnto this county.

,iColored) who died May
Pero
at the Mason hospital. were heti!!
S A. Ruskjer, administrator of
Sunday. May 6. at the Missionary Riverside Hospital. Paducah. and
Baptist notch of which she wail Mason Memorial Hospita). Murray.
a nomber.
has been re-elected president of the
She was 44 ysars of age and had Kentucky .State Hospital Associre-election, which was
been in bad health for several abon,
announced folunaiiiroous, was
months
Survivors include Der husbasologpowing the urganizati‘in's annual
Howard Perry; a daughter. Vir- meeting Thursday in Louisville.
Mr. Ruskjer is on the survey
ginia Perry, and her parents. Bob
committee.
and Ella Blanton

r

FIVE MOTHERS TO
RECEIVE HONORS
SUNDAY, MAY 13

Final Rites for
Mrs. Phillips Are
Held Tuesday
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county, is announcing this week as
a candidate for the sheriff's office,
subject to the Democratic party in

Funeral services for I Ruskjer Renamed
Melvin Perry Sunday 1Head of Kentucky
'Hospital Association
Funeral se_rvIces for Mrs. Melvin

Nimitz Says
Japan Invasion
Plans In Making

•

•
Mother's Day will ha‘e further significance
Sunday because that day, May T3, has been set
aside as a national day,of Prayer at the request of
'President Harry S. Truman.
In response to this request, the churches in 'Murray and the county have arranged services fitting
for the day and are, urging everyone to attend -some
church service on Sunday, May 13.
The President tailed upon all Americans in his
V-E Day proclamation to offer "their joyful thanks
to God" and to pray for complete peace.
,I.Christian people are praying daily for complete
peace, but a -special day when the entire nation is
gathered in the house of God and offering prayers is
significant.
On this dai let s "Give thanks that the death
and destruction in Europe is at an end and that such
wanton destruction and ruin can never be sent on innocent .peoples again.". Let us pray that after tyran-nice,. oppression is wiped from the world, we ctesire•
a lasting peace a Pell1Wthat will insure to all the
right to worship in ,freedom, and to live .peacefullY
in a world free from fear and want, and slavery. Let
us gather ourselves together May 13, and pray that
a true peace may come to endure forever.

Washington, May 8—President Truman proclaimed
today "complete and final" victory in the European theater of the greatest war in history.
- -He went on a radio hookup at 8 a.m. (Kentucky
- tine) to read his formal proclamation antia solemn warning to Japan:
"Our victory is but half won. The West is free, but
the Easf is still in bondage to the treacherous tyranny of
the Japanese. When the last Japanese division has surrenkred unconditionally, then only will our fighting job
be done."
It Was President Truman's 61st birthday, his first in
the White House, and he described it as "a solemn but a
glorious hdur."In his proclamation he designated next Sunday—Mo-. Sgt. Lester Nanney's
-ther's Day—as a day of prayer for offering "joyful thanks Candidacy for Clerk
to God for the victory' we have won and to pray that He
• will support us to the end of our ,present struggle and Released by Friends
guide us into the way of peace."
• Sgt. Lester G. Nanney, veteran of
In rejoicing over victory, he asked. the nation not to World War IT, and
wearer of the
of
homes
the
in
abide
heartache"
and
"Sorrow'
forget that
Purple Heart and the silver Star,
_
-- thcussand-s ot Americans.
is 'being announced by his frienc6
Following is the text et President,Traman's victory proclamation this week as a candidate for the of-

4 kAttioway-Observes
V-E Day In Prayer
Service and Work

•

National Day of Prayer
Set for Sunday, May 13

Funeral services for Mrs. Mandy
Wilmoth Travis, 76 years of age.
who died Monday at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Flora
Hale,
were held at Palestine Tuesday .afternocm at 2 p.m. and burial was
in the Palestine cemetery.
Mrs. Travis. a native of this
county, was a member of the Presbyterian church of Dexter. She is
survived by one daughter with
whom she lived; three sisters. Mrs.
Ella Garland. Mrs. Davis Elkins of
this county, and' Mrs. Eunice Morris of Missouri: one brother, Jethro!
Ellis, of the county, and a number
of grandchildren.

Tuesday:
rfice of county court clerk on the
Democratic ticket.
The Allied armies, through sac •
!dice and devotion and with God's o-o"
sergeant Nanney-31 Years Old, is
_
.
help.
— have won froin
the son of Mr. and Mrs. W. g.
surrender.
unconditional
final and
Nanney of the Coldwater Road. He
The Western world has been freed
volunteered for service February,
five
for
of the evil forces which
1941, and crossed into foreign batimprisoned
years and longer have
tlefields in May. 1942. He has seen
news
of
Calloway County took the
the bodies and broken the lives
service in England, Belfast, Iremillions upon millioni of freeborn of Victory in Europe calmly arid land, Scotland, and was in the inmen They have violated their closed businesses and attended vasions in Northern Africa.
churches. destroyed their homes. prayer services at the churches at
He received his major wounds on
corolpted their children and mur- 10 o'clock Tuesday morning. Busi- Thanksgiving day in 1942 while he
dered their loved ones. Our armies ness firms continued work as us- was serving as forward observer for
of liberation have restored freedom ual the remainder of the day. No- his company while trying to rescue
to these suffering peoples, . whose where were there evidences of a party a American soldiers that
spirit and will the oppressors could hilarious expressions, but each in- had been surrounded by German
dividual went calmly about regular soldiers at
never enslave.
Kasserin• Pass. By his
The business. The hour of prayer was maneuvers the soldiers were resMuch remains to be done
that
siren
fire
the
by
announced
victory won in the West mule now
cued, and fur this outstandink sersounded when the church bells rang vice IS
was awarded the Silver
be won in the test. The whole
after
minutes
few
A
o'clock
9
at
Star.
world must be cleansed of the
&
Ledger
the
morning
that
9:30
eVil from which half the world has
An explosion of heavy artillery
Times had an Extra on the streets
beeh freed. United, the peace-lovannouncing the services and the wounded him severely For months
ing nations have demonstrated in
major
he has been treated for
Bond Rally that night.
'the West that their arms are strongwounds in both legs and shoulder.
Murray State College observed
er by far than the might of dicHe has, undergone several operatators or. the tyranny of military Monday as V-E Day and dismissed tions and for a long time lay in a
cliques that once called us soft and classes for the entire day The city cast.
weak. The 'power of our peoples to school dismissed Tuesday morning
He is stationed in a hospital in
defend themselves against all ene- after a prayer service had been
Louisville, and has improved suf.mies will be proved in the Pacific held in the auditorium.
he is able to come
the ficiently that
in
held
were
Services
;IS It has been proved in Europe
home often, and walks without a
Sunday
Prayer
some
of
in
Day
and
morning
for
that
Calls
churches
cane He expects his release from
For the triumph of spirit and of of the churches again that night. the army any time.
arms which we have won, and for
Sergeant Nanney is well known
it promise to peoples everywhere
here where he was raised and has
who join us in the love of freedom,
worked. He graduated from Murit is fitting that we, as • nation,
ray High School, and when he engive thanks to Almighty God. Who
tered the service was employed at
has strengthened us and given us
the Murray Consumers Coal and
the victory.•
Ice Company.
TruS
Harry
Now, therefore. I.
Sergeant Nanney was one of the
States
United
man. Prelident of the
Ranking U. S. commanders talk- first Calloway boys to volunteer
appoint
of America, do hereby
ed today of the forthcoming in- and to receive the Purple Heart.
. Sunday, May 13, 1945. to be a day vasion of Japan as returning He volunteered before Pearl Har• of prayer.
Americmtpilots reported thiocrip- bor.
call upon the people of the pled enliffi air force failed to send
He has two brothers who volunUnited States. whatever their faith, a single intercepter -against their teered for service. They are: Seato unite in offering joyful thanks to raids on
airdrom'es man Earl Nanney, on 'duty in the
Nipponese
God for the victory we have won and traneportatian lines from the Pacific: and Seaman John Calvin
and to pray that lie will support us home islands to the Indo-China Nanney.
to the end of our present struggle border
and guide us into the way of
Plans are in the making "for us
•se,
peace.
to invade Japan." said Fleet Adm
I also call upon my countrymen Chester W Nimitz, who added that
to dedicate this day of prayer to the
Navy planes would be flying conmemory of. those who have given
over Japan tmlay if he
their lives to make possible our tinually
tool three times his presenPforce
Victory.
of carriers.

Wendell B. Patterson
Announces Candidacy
For County Sheriff

REGIONAL TRACK MEET TO BE
AT CUTCHIN STADIUM FRIDAY
_
, Holland said,
ill will get underway at 1 pm. and
will probably be run as follows:
put. ' high
vault. shot
Pole
hurdles. i00-yd datp. mile run, 440
relay, high jump. 440 dash, low
hurdles. 880-yd. run. 220-yd dash,
The Regional track and field broad jump, mile relay.
Carlisle
meet will be held at
the
Outstanding athletes for
Cutchin stadium of Murray State meet, based. on past performances.
College Friday. Seven schools - will be Tony Dallas, Paducah. CoyHopkinsville. Paducah, Mayfield,
Rudolph of Murray
trigton and
School. Murray
High
Murray
High. Dallas and Covington won
and
Fulton
School.
Training
high and low hurdlesr respectively,
Sharpewill participate in the
in the State meet last year. In
meet, according to Ty Holland,
Louisville last week, Covington
manager of the program. Roy
took the broad jump and Rudolph
Stewart, head of the athletic dethe mile run in the All-Kentucky
partment of Murray State College.
meet.
w1:1 be chief official and will be
As Friday draws near it is shapassisted by John Miller, Thorup that Paducah and Murray
ing
mentor.
basketball
oughbred
to win the meet with
Preliminaries of the day will) be- are favorites
probably holding an edge
gin Friday morning at 10 o'clock Paducah
.Tigers.,
and' will include the following: over the Murray
A trophy will be awarded the
100 yd dash, high hurdles. 220dash, low hurdles and 440-relay. winning school and individual vicThe main events of the meet tors will be given ribbons.

Seven Schools
List Entries for
Athletic Events

•

g

Paris, May 8.—Germany bowed today to the most
overwhelming defeat ever inflicted upon a Ration 11
months and two nays after General EisenhoWer's armies
stormed into France to liberate a Europe in Nazi chains.
The final 'articles of capitulation ,witre to be ratified
today in shell-shredded Berlin, a ruined caytital symbolic
of the fall of the Third Reich, ,Peime Minister Churchill
announced in London.
'eh through five years, eight
The guns of Europe,
months and seven days ftf unexampled war inflicted possibly 40,000,000 cas lties—civilian and military—fell
silent officially at ,ehe minute after midnight Wednesday
(5:01 p.m., Kentucky time today).
Actually -the western-front guns were stilled today
to- prevent further bloodshed as -all the Allied world celebrated Y-E Day.

L. Boyd Returns V-E Day
From Nazi Prison Camp

Moscow announced late • at 'night
the surrender, but earlier in the
. day. while Washington and London were saying officially the war.
) was over, Premier Stalin still was
revealing military victories.
these
I The two most important of
were the capture of the Saxon capital of Dresden and the Cerhosioeaek city at Olmutz

Pvt, Lloyd E. Boyd. sun of Mr
and Preston Boyd. of Route O. Murray,,, Who lost 62 pounds during the
94' days he was a prisoner of the
Germaos, was liberated March 27
by American troops just as he had
begun, to believe he would never
live long enough to'be free again. .
He arrived in Murray on V-E Day
and was a guest in this office with
his parents.
"I had given up hopes of ever
getting back because I was becoming so weak," &aid Pvt. Boyd.
"When the Americans came, I _did
get out of bed to see them, but
the fellows had to belQ me back to
bed. The soldiers visited us, and
I've never seen so
officers, too
much brass before. And they gave
us everything they had"
!'His brother. Sgt Elmo Boyd, with
the Third Army. was in the group
that liberated his brother, but not
ceived.
knowing where Pvt. Boyd was loto keep warm, for we had no bed
cated, did not get to see him
clothes. We washed without soap
Pvt. 'Boyd and his companions in cold water. Everything was filwere flown after their liberation thy. Bed bugs, lice
and
fleas
to an American hospital in Paris crawled everywhere."
for Easter. He'll never forget the
Pvt. Boyd entered the army 26
real American hot cakes they had
days after he finished high school
there- for breakfast that morning. at
Murray State College Training
"They made me feel sick, but I will
School. becoming a soldier on June
never forget how good they tasted."
30. 1943.
While fighting in Belgium with
His mother snowed the Testament
the 84th Infantry Division on Dethat he had carried the entire trip
cember 23 after the German breakwith him. He had nothing else to
and
wounded
through, he was
read. For recreation they had to
taken prisoner.
work as long as they were • able.
First he Was taken to.Stalag
Pvt. Boyd suffered an attack of
12 A, and later removed because be
diptheria while in prison.
became ill, to Heppenheim, a Ger'After his 30 day visit here with
man prison hospital where German
homefolks, Pvt. Boyd will return
were
nations
Captives of all
to the hospital in Jackson, Miss.,
housed.
where he has been since returning
"In the prison hospital we had
to the States, for further treatment.
even worse food than in the prison
He is the first of Calloway men
All we got was
camp." he said
who have been prisoners to return.
hard black bread and potato peeling soup. Our guard didn't like
Americant. He wouldn't give us
any Red Cross packages such as
the men from other nations re"We had to sleep in out clothes
.Pvt. Clayton Fulton, 22 years of
age and the son of Mr and Mrs.
Van Fulton. Kirksey, was wounded
In action iiiGermany April 21. according to a message delivered lb
Mr. Fulton May 4.
Private Fulton entered the service from Calloway County March
28, 1944, through the local draft
board. He is not married.

Pvt. Clayton Fulton
Wounded In Action

Pvt. Riley W. Dunn
Wounded In Action
Pvt. Riley W. Dunn. husband of
Vera M Dunn, Murray Route 6, has
been wounded in aetion April 15,
according to a message received
May 6 from the War Department,
Pvt.. Dunn was serving with the
Fifth Army and was recently cited
by the 86th Mountain Regiment of
the 10 "-mountaineers" Division and
awarded the Combat Infantryman
Badge for actual paltictpation In
combat.

Pvt. Willard McNutt
Wounded In Action

Front row, left to right: Aubrey Clay Smith, ETvert Coy McKinney,
Jackson, Tom Ed Travis,. Ralph Wells.
Middle row: Lloyd Cunningham, Truman Edwin Turner, Otley Esco
McClure, James Ralph Clark.
Back row: Leon Duncan, Porter Bramlet, Lathen Lafayette Hart.
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The stubborn Nazi in Czechoslovakia---the last to submit—agreed
to the terms of unconditional surrender, and a "cease-fire" order
was issued in Prague at 12:25 p.tn.
our time),
The final terms were signed at
2:41 a.m Monday 1British double
summer time. 7:41 pm, Sunday.
our time) in a red -brick schoolhotter in Reims, which for months
been General Eisenhower's
had
headquarters
Eisenhower Praises Allied
Fighting Men
The fact of this historic signing
had been first reported to the
world 24 hours before by Edward
Kennedy, chief of the Associated
Press on the western front.
In a ringing order of the dey.
Eisenhower told his armies that
"the crusade on which we embarked in the early summer of
1944 has reached its glorious con.
elusion.
"It is my especial privilege in
the name of all nations represented in this theater of war to commend each of you for valiant. performance of duty," he said.
"Though these words are feeleie,
they come from the bottom of a
heart overflowing with prid, in
your loyal service and admiration
for you as warriors. Your —110.
complishments at seat in the air,,
on the ground and in the field of
supply have astonished the world."
In a special message to Anted
prisoners of war. Eisenhower said
they must remain where they
were for the present but "your return home will be organized as
speedily as feasible "
Ships Plead FIST Allied Porte
German forces which once held
nearly all Europe in their iron grip
thus knuckled to the -unconditional surrender" formula dictated
by Churchill and the late President Roosevelt at Casabalanca.
Under the stern formula Germany's guns are at rest, her air
fleets are yielded, and her warships, U-boats and merchantmen
at sea are headed toward Allied
ports to give up.
Col. Gen. Gustav Jodi. German
chief of staff, signed the surrender document -for Grand Admiral
Karl Doenitz. successor as head
of the prostrate Reich to the dead
or missing Hitler.
With the stroke of a pen which
Eisenhower long had saved for the
occasion, Jodl surrendered unconditionally to "the supreme cam mender. Allied
Expeditionary
Force. and simultaneously, to the
Soviet High Command all forces
on .land, sea, and in the air who are
at this date under German- control."
'(Continued on Page 2.1
LEE BARNETT ANNQUNCES AS
CANDIDATE
MAGISTRATE

FOR

‘77-Lee Flarpett...well known and
highly
respected
citizen of the
Pvt. Willard+. H McNutt. son of
4 .
Mr and Mrs. Q. C. McNutt, was Wadesboro District. and 'prominent
wounded in action in Germany on 4n the affairs of his community,
April 25, according to- a message has announced thil: week as a canTruman
delivered to his parents this week didate for magistrate of the WadesHe graduated from high school boro District -subject' to the action
of the Democratic primary, August
White, C. w. here and was captain of the foot- 4:
ball team one year He is the broHis' formal announcement will
ther of Mrs Prentice Overbey. Si.
parents reside in Knoxville, Tenn. be"lound in This papgr.

,
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Last Shot Fired By Patton's Army
The last shut on the western
front wag, fired in Czechoslovakia
by the 80th Infantry Division of
General'George S. Patton's Third
Army, the last to remain in action.

These Men Were Inducted From Calloway County May 3

Pfc. Damon Moore
In German Hospital

Mother's Day bouquets are being delivered this week end to five
mothers in Calloway County as a
special gift from the Ledger &
Pfc. Damon D. Moore, son of
Times, and honoring these woe
Tellus, D. Moore,
Mr and Mrs
who have four or more sons in
Marray Route 3. is in a hospital
uniform •of our country. These w..
in Germany, according to a messmen are: Mrs. H. H. Boggess, Murage received by the War Depart- ray Route I. who is the only moment Sunday.
ther in the county, that we know of.
Mr. and Mts. Moore received a who has five sons in the service;
telegram from the War Depart- Mrs. LtIburn Mule, Murray Route
ment May 2ostating that their son 1; Mrs. T. F. Hughes, Lynn Grove
Rudy
was missing in action. The mes- Route 1; Mrs
Allbritten,
sage received this week stated that: Murray: and Mrs. Gladys RaspPfc. Moore has been- hospitalizetf berry, Hazel, who each have had
in Germany since April 17 but not four sons in uniform.
due to enemy action.
Last year we gave a pretty corMrs Eugene Jones, of Murray sage to Mrs. H. H. Boggess as a
Route 1, 'a sister of Pfc. Moore, special honor on Mother's Day, and
received a letter from him dated called her 'The Calloway County
special
a
There it
April 20 in which he told her that Mother"
year.
his leg had been hurt by a jeep distinction in the group this
Huie have
and did nut make further explana- Mrs. Hughes and „Mrs.
ction.• Their
each lost a son in
tion.
corsage will be a combination of
Pfc. Moore is 23 years old. He
red and white flowers tied with a
entered the services from this blue ribbon, the national colors—
county December 4, 1942. He Is red for the sons who are fighting
with the Headquarters Company the battles of today, and the white
in the First Army, and has been for the son who has paid the sooverseas since September, 1944 Oreme sacrifice. We wish there
Before going into service he was were something more that we could
employed in defense work in De- do to honor these mothers and all,
"
1
troit.
mothers of sons in this war. This
He has a brother. Eugene Peak little favor is an indication of our
Wore, MOMM 3-c, and is sta- love and respect for the mothers
of Calloway County.
tioned in Hawaii.

3rd Army Fires Last Shots
Eisenhower Praises Men
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same. eel. ivasie, under a differaaieneial.a said steal addresaing
problems of extending good hoscot name still remains in emaeap Smith. "with this signiture the
.1 pital care to all elements of tRe
seas" and must be "as completely German people and the German
public.
The Ledger and Times made aatelmtrfaiedta
arthadassiorces are. tor better -or
- _
• -4-Centinueci-tr..iii Page la
Our hospitals have contributed
Tuesday
history
itself
for
warse.
-delivered
the
victori*
into
Because of japan. surrender in
greatly to the war effort by their
-iniztihing when tile staff .got
demi* -Fete wf-aspas.
=bra'-ot -1114.ffl0
al .
exceed 10 per cent or-their reveEe7tite aesairrof-s-Turie-fhe-----Fejeattinilf
on the home front and on
,ait at our-page extra._That
it -la with real 'satisfaction that I s- et-vie-es
"lia this hours I -can - only exs year- for Kentucky- School teachers nue.' 5r capital outlay purposes.
• The sigraaire of thisdormer Hit- IT might have for the 4.000.000 U.S.
the fighting frjiite and it is my
hing
new
is
soma
for
this
paper,
have observed the accomplishments hope that everyone will recognize
ler- fevurde e is altnessed for Eis- soldiers an Farope who helped to press the hope that the vic4tor will was advocated May .4 by the exAnd we strongly Indorse fedbut the fact that th:` war was
treat them with generosity."
ecutive committee of the Kentuchy erea. aid for education," declared
visa e-y
enhower. by lea Gen Walter Bedell win she cro
of .our two Murray nospitais our- the contribution- of our hospitals to
over
merited
in
Europe
the
Xlseubewer ts Stern
• School Board Association meeting Dr. Meece. "We want to start .a
Smith, tes chief of staff: Genera!
Dams eine Far Away
ing this past war year oho on Na- a happy and peaceful way of life.
news being given to our evadJo,ii 4nd other rr.emuers cf the at the Brown Hotel.
Ivan. §asleperoY, ai fur jaw : Sqvie•
earnpaieit of enlightenment to acGeorge Hart, Mayor.
t . •.. . a alaem tbe war will
tional Hospital,Day, May 12. I wish
ers irrunediately. In .apite of
Attending the session were A. B. quaint the people -with the need
Hasti_Cainmand and General, Pratir only ishinga scenery. For others German delegation were ushei•ed
to express to our hospitals the apthe fact that the radio was anAustin.
Murray.
president:
John
from
into
,of
this
the
silence
room
_French
the
ccis See az tor
for and the justice of federal aid
sacteiry iti Europe -means a job
preciation of the people of Murray
rim:awing this news continuo eyed Claybrook_ Maysville. vce presi- for our schools."
Evenhowei
ft Wa: this act whica Ch•-ischal •.1 occupyiug the torn and hum- a.fee t.f
ously; therg were other facts
The emergence of the community
dent:
John
M.
Dawson.
Owensboro;
be !anted in-Berlin by bled Reich. shot with aate. hunger them ci..adly and asked them Sternsaid
of significance that we wanted
hospitals as agents of society, inly - if they understood the, terms Dr. T. P. Sloan, Lebanon Junction.
dilease.
Idarshal Ga egory K Khuhov; asto give our read2rs and frivads.
dicates an era that will be prosand their•responsibility. They said and Dr. Leonard F. Meece. Lexingsistant iaerarrainder of the
The Boy Scouts will collect
perous in good -health. The deWe wanted this Milt, taiiier:
•lciiers who may
Even for
ton. executive secretary.
•
waste paper Saturday. The Scouts
Armies. Fetish Air Caief Ma.- a s home there a-ill be weeks, even
velopment-of
too,
to
be
a
health
keepsake
centers
and
a.
and
the
Tep
Tax Is Sought
This was the crewilting 'act. five
the
, because of
„Ig
shal Sir Aaiair 'Tataer Snata
souvenir among the memories
expansion of. present hospital ‘fa- ask those who have waste paper to
years. eight niontera ffitica int days ' The association alsb is asking for
L,
ed
ran,per,
,
the i
deputy silorer.e canmancier
cilities to meet existing needs, is have bundles on the' curb by 9
Day.
of
V-E
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"The

or r,t battle has -died
laurope and the
Allied nations have been victorious over a foe who
Would have forbidden freedom in any tense.

n°1165aiv141
,
1111P1/1411560011115Wve- "t•
We are aware of the grave responsbilities that
lie.ahead of us for the rehabilitation of 'a war--torn

Continent.
%too..
No lest, are
aware, that there reina.ns an either slep terorc %.se Illa)FaltIn COMpiett victory.
,
lir.4". 01054100.0••• • With undaunted faith we continue the. good

work so well begun
Working- together the:
world shall be made safe for all freedom-loving
people.,
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full measure of de-vOtionitl!"-o-n- the field of battle so we May
A Salute

first step of our victory over the axis

to lire

nations ..

continue
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To The Victors . . .

Yes, every
American has contributedlia some degree in this

the life of our choosing.

Tribute must go also to those who at home have sacrificed much, that
• "...it. vat 5:
the implements of war could be made ready and available for those trained •

But the greatest share of the glory must be Accorded the men and women on the fighting fronts

the men and women on the production front,
•••••
••• --=•••••••- •••••••••••^.and to the workers and buyers of bonds on the

"and

--to use them.

home front.
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We salute our comrades is arms:the Unr.ed Nat;cots, for tl.e.r staunch
"Me

and

Every last one has had a part in the Victory
ereessishearethear Wielgwe
Americans, we salute you!

unwavering support.
•i

fight by

humbly breathe a prayer that all negative forces will soon be
'4 .41134110agileittifieffie
neutralized and the nation5-—J the world shall be blessed with;ni;,..r;eace

is

of brotherhood and international understanding.

And we

Wc salute you beCal.1:,C you will finish tha good
•
4111,•.remllitfM.

continued cooperation until world peace
an established fact
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also visited their daughter, Mrs.

• LOCALS

hos-

Thomas Edwards, tobacconist of
Clarksville. Tenn. is quite ill.

tRe

Lt. Lewis G. Starks and Mrs.
Starks are home for a few days
visiting Lt. Starks' parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Urban Starks, and Mrs.
Starks' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Amos Burks,
Lt. Dean Hickok, .stationed in
New York, is visiting his wife and
children. Mrs. Hickok is an operative patient at the Mason hospital.
Rev, and Mrs. J. H. Thurman
have returned from a visit with
their daughter, Mrs. Ben Grubbs.
and family, fn Detroit. They returned by way of Frankfort, where
they visited their son, Bradley
Thurman, and his family. They

iuted
their
d on
my
gnize
is to
life.
r.

lay

dlect
:outs
cr to

r
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Joseph Rexroat, and family, in
Levan Junction.
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman
had dinner guests recently. Included were Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Meyer,
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Meyer of Hazel, and Mr. and Mrs. Will Meyer,
of Clovis, New Mex., and Mr.. and
Mrs. Will Meyer, Jr., at Camp Atterbury, Ind.
Mrs. Walter Dent and ,little son,
Richard, of Charleston, Ill., are
here for a few days. Mrs. Dent is
superintending the gathering of the
strawberries on their farm south
of town. Mr. Dent is teacher in the
college and high school in Charleston. Mrs. Dent was Miss, Mayme
Bagwell before she married.
Dick Shell, who suffered a paralytic stroke in Detroit several days

Mrs. Roosevelt
At- New Address

Fighting Ends in Europe Power Wins

WASHINGTON, April 21—The!
postman delivered Mts. Franklin I
D Roosevelt's mail to another adFour Bros. of Daviess county es
dress today
_ ttrnate at.rye =tea -- o11 It‘P-3"
t
1
It was 'no_ longer the Whife of thin. pasture last fall saved
House, 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, $1,0000 in feed this spring, and in
N. W.. Washington, D. C.
addition incseased milk producIt was Hyde Park or New York tion from their 50-cow herd.
City.
From cabbage grown in her garThat change of address Vas the den last summer and stored in
last p.a
.
ge in another chapter in mounds, Mrs. Delmar Fentress of
•
American history.
Grayson counly had 20 heads reMrs. Roosevelt- wrote it when maining in March.
she motored through the wroughtcurt Croft of Crittenden .county
iron -'gates of the White House
and a half acres of
yesterday afternoon at 5:30 p.m. is plantingthree
lobioly and short-leaved pine and
after spending 12 years there.
locust to check
When she stepped from the shin-. thrce acres' of '
Mg black limousine at Union Sta- erosion.
Tunnel Hill and Flat Creek
tion to catch the 6 p.m. train for
New Yurk, she was a private citi- Homemakers' Clubs in Bath county have 25 magazines in circulazen.
President Truman and: his wife tion and make frequent use flf the
and daughter are not expected to homemakers' library.
move into the mansion until early
next week, when decorating. paintDuring the afternoon Mrs. Rooseing. and cleaning will be complet- velt bade farewell to some 400
ed.
members of the White House Staff,
Earlier Mrs.,Roosevelt had super- from kitchen servants to executive
vised the removal of 20 Army officers.
truck-loads of the family belongWith her were Marine Lieut.
ings.. Some went to' New York, Col. James Roosevelt and his wife,
most to Hyde Park.
Army Brig. Gen. Elliott Roosevelt
and' his wife, movie actress Faye
Senate and.predictions were made Emerson. Mrs. Anna Boettiger,..and
that final Senate passage would Mrs. John Roosevelt.
As she entered her New York
come tonight. If would then go to
the House for first readings and apartment last night, Mrs. Roosemake.final action there possibly by velt told a reporter: "The story is
Wednesday.
over." That was all she said.
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NAZI OVERLORDS
AT HEIGHT
OF THEIR POWER

*

KAY 20-26

PROTECTION
FOR YOU

1945

In War and
Peace

_LA

FRATERNALISM is "Democracy in Action."
America's fraternal societies support all patriotic and
civic activities in addition to providing their millions of
members safe life insurance protection and many valued
fraternal and social benefits.
They also are backing up our fighting men by buying
War Bonds. The Woodmen of the World, for example,
owns more than 23 million dollars of Government bonds
and will materially incrcaze this total in the Seventh
War Loan.
As president of the Natienal Fraternal Congress I am
pleased to call attention to National Fraternal Week,
May 20-26, when local Woodmen Camps as well as
local units of all fraternal societies will have special
activities to acquaint fellow-citizens with the fraternal.
social cind civic services they render.

(41-r-r--1-11-14-1"7,
President, WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Preirctio. PL US

President, National Fraternal
. Conprese

J. B. Blalock, Murray, Ky., Telephone 14
Lawson R. Sanders. Kirksey
0. B Turnbow, Hazel
H. E. Wilson, Newberg
W. C. Falwell, Brandon

Arthur Hargis, Pottertown
.Glim Jeffrey, Murray
Fred Paschall, Lynn Grove
W. C. Robinson, Dexter
V--

MINUTE
MEN
OF
VICTORY

;

The Minute Man has stood staunchly
as, the defender of liberty and protector
fi

•

of democracy . . . His faith, fearless
and unshaken, has been justified in the
results of the first step to total victory
by the United Nations ... The people
of this community have all been Minute
Men and Women by their unchalleng.
able courage ... in the face of trying
conditions.

You have bought bonds . . . that
bought the bombs .. , that has put the

NAZI "SUPERMEN"
AS THEY ARE TODAY

Hitler and his "supermen"
with all their stuffed-shirt pomp
and ceremony. Their promise to
rule the world has ended in defeat and annihilation. Arrogant
and ruthless, here, at the height
of thei r power, they have
brought only misery and suffering to the German people, as
well as to those they sought to
conquer and destroy.

NEW YORK—Flags, people and cars filled Fifth Avenue that
November day and similar scenes were repeated throughout the nation at the announcement of the end of fighting in Europe. But this
,celebration was tempered with anxious thought,s of the boys and the
battles-to-come trr the Pacific—until the day of total victory.

sulted in a victory over the evil savag-

you fellow fighters in the cause of justice, equality and freedom for all . . .
You are .4mericans All.

LEDGER & TIMES

Subject to the Democratic Party in August
Primary Election

THE KAISER

In 1918 Kaiser Wilhelm of
Germany (above) found refuge
in Holland and he never paid
for his part in World War 1.
Where, outside of suicide or assassination, will the Nazi warlords find escape from their resronsibility for the crimes of
the past decade?

TANKS HELP WIN
As Germany's power decreased, the Allied Na.
tions increased. Power to win came from welltrained, strong men and from America's mighty
fleet of tanks and other motorised equipment,
much of it powered with Red Seal engines, serving agrieulture and industry as well at our armed
forces.

PLANES.--IMPORTANT FACTOR_
Our superiority of Aerial observation directed
the attacks of our victorious armies. These planes,
as well as trainers and many righters, were powered with dependable Continental engines

on
Mr and Mrs. Gus Thompson of I when it was pointed out by some Lal to pass a measure affecting only
ago, returned to his home
South Sixth Street Sunday night. Takoma Park, Wash., were in Mur- legislators that the governor's calls one county.
The governor amended his call to
Boyd Silbert brought him in an ray the past week to attend the for a special session limited action
Mason only to the Kenton County Air- Include airport financing generambulance; and reported that he graduation exercises at
Memorial Hospital at _which time port in Boone County. It was stat- ally, and a new bill was introduced.
made the trip fine.
was tairen two readingsin the
Richard Rot-Setts, Route 3, left their daughter Miss Ruby Thomp- ad that it would be =constitutionThursday, May 3, for Detroit to son received her diploma. Miss
work. His son, Lubie, is working Thompson will remain in Murray
there. Mrs. Roberts and daugh- for a few weeks before returning
ter, Miss Fay Roberts. are remain- to Washington to accept a position.
ing . here temporarily.
Mrs. Homer C. Pogue, Sr. of
Mrs. Robert Williams and son
of Madison. Wis., and Mrs. Tommy Kansas City, Mo.. is visiting rela• Real Estate and Insurance • Rentals and Sale
Howard of Phoenix, Ariz., are tivel here this week.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
visiting their parents.
Orvile Whitlow is seriously ill
We're Insuring Both Farm and City Property
L. L. Veale. Sgt. Williams, who ac- at the Keys-Houston Clinic.
•
companied his family to Murray, - Miss Rose Lovett underwent an
494-J Office
494-R Residence
Telephones
Madison. Lt. appendeclOrny at the Keys-Houston
returned to
has
Howard accompanied Mrs. Howard Clinic this week.
here, but has reported to Lincoln,
Mrs. Smith Wilson is a patient
Neb. for further assignment.
at the Clinic.
Dunn,
who
has
Mrs. Van Bogard
Betty Jo Dowdy underwent an
been teaching at Dresden, Tenn., appendectomy at the Clinic this
has returned to spend the summer week.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. G. R. Jones underwent an
Max B. Hurt.
operation at the Clinic this week
Mrs. B. B. Wear returned Monday from visits with her daughters,
Mrs. Martin Wiser of Louisville,
and Mrs. Elvis Swor of Ashland.
"Interwoven is the love of liberty
Ensign and Mrs. George Robert
with every ligament of the heart."
Wilson arrived last week friien
After giving final passage to the
Washington, D. C. to spend this bill to' authorize bond issues to
—Washington.
week with relatives' in Murray. finance city and county airports,
Mrs. Wilaen will remain with the General Assembly prepared to
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. adjourn.
Linn. when Ensign Wilson reports
Two measures already passed by
for new duties.
the legislature have been signed by
Mrs. Alma Goodman. Mr. and Governor Simeon Willis. One calls
Mrs. A. V. Finch of Carmi, Ill, for an appropriation of $331,956.82
were week-end guests of Mr. and to supplement old age assistance
Mrs. S. A. Goodman.
funds for the remainder of the fisMrs. Amanda Meloan of Frank- cal year. The other allowed World
fort is visiting Mrs. Dixie Dale War II veterans under 21 years of
Robinson and other relatives in age to make valid contracts and
Murray.
borrow money under the G. L Bill
Mrs. -Henry Holton of Chicago of Righta.
is the guest of her brother, K. C.
Passage of the original airport
Frazee and Mrs, Frazee.
bill was blocked late -lest week

GHOLSON'S AGENCY

Assembly Ready
For Adjourndient

VICTORY for PEACE

Victory has come and we can now understand
in greater measure than ever, the wise words of
Washington.

Repair your Tractors and Farm
Machinery NOW
as parts are hard to obtain

It is with hearts full of gratitude that wc

thanksior this Victory which serves us with a deep
responsibility to help make an everlasting peace

ery that was riVaging Europe . . .

We are proud to be neighbors with

County Court Clerk

14

FARMERS
in continuous essential work has re-

LESTil NDiOANNEY
announce his candidacy for

hub of the axis out of commission.

Your unwavering loyalty az expressed

FRANC — Lucky to be prisoners, Hitler's fanatics met their
masters ,w he n they ran up
against well-trained, wellsequipped American and Allied troops.
Two youngsterS in the foreground gave their age as
eighteen but were judged to be
about 14 years old. Grizzled
German veterans, behind them,
also show extent to which GerAny scraped the bottom of
manpower barrel. Nazi equipment, too, deteriorated — proved
no match for American power.

1918 ARMISTICE CELEBRATION

What Kentucky
Farmers
Are Doing

that rilay be enjoyed by all people, everywhere.

Our Mechanic and Welder
FRED R. TACKETT
has had years of experience in this
profession
•

The (list step has been successful . . No Iris
successful shall be the second and final. step in
nreparing the world for a peaceful future.

PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK

J. T. TAYLOR
Implement Co.
South Fourth Street

The friends of Lester Nanney wish to place
this formal announcement for him to have a
place on the ballot in the list of candidates for
County Court Clerk of Calloway County, subject to the Democratic party in the August primary.
Lester- Nanney is a native of Calloway
County,- 'flaying been born and reared on a
farm two miles west of Murray. He is a graduate of Murray High School. ,He is 31 years of
age and since February, 1 941, has been in the
armed services in defense of his country. He
was among the first of Calloway County boys
to see active service and won special recognition for bravery in the Tunisian Campaign in
1943. Mr. Nanney is now taking treatment in
a military hospital in Louisville, Kentucky, for
wounds received in line of duty and hopes to
be released in time to make an active campaign.
Believing in the integrity and the ability of
Lester Nanney, we hereby formally submit his
name for consideration of the voters in the primary election to be held August 4, 1945.
Respectfully,
•

MEMBER FDIC

_
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LUTHER NANCE..
A R4prgsentative of His Friends

Telephone 289-J
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by the- riresident. Mrs. R. L. Wade. ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
Officers for next year Weft.. elected es follows: Mrs. Wade. presiI.
_3dreee
J. 11 useelI. viceThursday. May 10
.airesiclent- Mrs R. H. Robbins. secelr. and Mrs. Terrel Roberts,
Clair, R /0.1eCoverii, pianist and Route
retary; and Mrs. Jinuee Overbey.
,g/r
)
. Reaue„. Ruth.
MRS. 11. 1. SLEDD, Editor treasurer.
-ineetiirer of Murray State College
weight 71.1 pounds. burn April 21.
Telephone 247
faculty, will present his annual
The detotional was led by Mrs.
BURTON WILLIAMS
recital at Recital Ball at 8:15 p.m.
B Boone. A series of special
Mr. and Mrs. Stokley Duncan,
The Sock and Baskin club of
The publit
intttgd In attend.
MRS JOHN AHART --HOSTROIS - -1-11LAPPE8-01 oThauks4twolll *or- silts
Dexter. Route I. a girt. Merlin LuManger Feed Box
Girl Scout Cnuncil meeting at
Murray State College will present
victory in Europe was given. Mrs.
.
TO HOMEMAKERS CLUB
mile. weight 8 pounds. born April VVEN
such a simple job as clean- "Berkley Square", a
the home of Mr*. Tom Rowlett, at
play that casts
Mrs. Johil Ahart %vete hestss to H. C. Corn presented the pro25
ing a manger feed box can take
,* E4siteee"' Romemaket.s (
7:30 pm.
-tube gram. the subject of which was
a lot of valuable time. Here's a a spell, in the college auditorium
"Seven
Thousand
Emeralds.Friday. May 11
' 4Thureday afterneon. April 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Yarbrough, labor-saving tip: attach the feed at 8:15 p.m.. May 18. according to
"Game Night" sponsored by the Murray., Route 5. a daughter, Joyce box in the manger with a hinge,
The meeting' was opened by .. The - groupw.eleessed tW13 new
representatives. of the drama. cast.
• geo,70- -o-reieeit meet - she .-easeas„sa _ menibers. Mrs. A. Carman and ?des.
-Zeta Department at the Woman's Kathleen, weight sit
pounds. 12 as shown in the drawing below. It
Ii then the work of a few seconds
"This love story of a present-day
CIA at 8 p in.
was given by the 'president. Mrs. Gregg Miller.
ounces. beim May 3.
to tip up the box and remove cobs, American: who is unceremoniously
Refreshments were seried durMonday, May 14
Fred Hale. Minutes of the . preve
chaff and hay stems.
thrust into the' bewigged and powthe social hour by the hos- 1
The Mettle Belle Hayes Circle
ous meeting were read by Mr's_
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Leitchfield,
dered life of Eighteenth Century
of the W.SC.S. will meet at 7:30 Murray Route 3, a son,
Jake Shipley. A. - brief buiaiscee "
Harold
London, and an English girl, who
BOI MAY BE Oaf Xp.m. at the home of Misses Emily Wayne. weight 10 pounds,
session was conducted. followed by
born
Marna FOR MOM iNG
has been dead more than a hunand Oneida Wear,
suggestions •and a. talk on "The MISSF.S _BEVERLY ANN AND
May 6.
,
dred years before his birth. is. in
The Euzelian S. S. class of the
Control of Cence: Driees by Miss LE-TRICIA GAyLE DOUGLAS
----its poetic, fantastic way, as beauFirst Baptist church will meet at
Rachel -Rev:lend.- A very ;no r.. CELEBRATE BIRTHDAY
Mr and Mrs. Russell Lowry, (1.4A1401R.
tiful a romantic episode as the
7:30 pm. at the home of Mrs. Gelden Pond,
•Ell••
esting Leeson
n -elaking Slip i
Beverly Ann end Letricia Gayle
a girl. Nona Sue,
curren.t theatre offers . . ." wrote
Robert S. Jones. COvers" was given by. Mrs Chi- Douglas . celebrated their
weight 8 pounds. born May 8.
fifth
Richard Watts in the New York
Tuesday. May 15
ford Smith. assisted by Mrs. Wildy birthday on May 4 at the hurtle of
Miss Miriam MeElrath
Herald Tribune when "Berkeley
The circles of the Woman's SoCope,.their parents.. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Sills, DexSquare" was first presented to
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh M. McEl- ciety.of Christian Service will
.Refreshments were served by Douglas. near Lynn- Grove.
ter, son,' weight iPas pounds, born
American audiences on November
the hostess to 11 members, and
Those present were Shirley Ann rath announce the engagement of meet at 3 p.m. as follows: the cen- May 8.
'WINGED MD BOX
4, 1929.
three visitors.
Stone, Betty Jo Bibbs. Janet Key. their daughter. Miriam. to Law N. -fret circle at the home of Mrs. F.
Since its, release to amateurs, acThe next meeting will be held at Anna See Rogers. Wanda Jeane Mobley, Jr.. son of Mr. and Mrs. D. Crass; the west circle at the
Another feeding short cut which
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Warren.
the borne of. Mrs Prentice Overbey Williams. Sandra Fay Williams. L M. Mobley. Sr.. Laurens. S. C home iaf Mrs. G. T. Hicks; the east Murray. Route 5, twin girls. Wan- will save steps as well as time is cording to one survey "Berkeley
May, 24.
I Merile-n 'Fain: Annette Crawford. The wedding' will take, place • in circle with Mrs. Cliffoed Melugin; da Sue and Linda Lou. born May *silage cart, which can be made Square" has for at least two years
by mounting a box on a pair of led all other plays in the number
and the south circle with Mrs. L.
•
' Bebby Faip. Jimmy Fain. Rob August.
2.
low wheels. The box should be of productions by college groups.
Miss MeElrath is a Member of C. Whitnell.
MISS JONES BECOMES BRIDE Williams.- Jerry Jean Beate and this
sloped at one end to accommodate
year's
graduating class of
Heading the cast is Tim O'Brien.
Members of the Music Club will
Jackie Fain.
OF SERGEANT GRINNELL
'Mr. and Mrs. le W. Paschall on a scoop.
•
se
Murray State College: Mr. Mobley 'meet at Recital Hall to attend the
Games were played on fhe
The silage cart Can be pushed Asbury Park, N. J., as Peter Standtlic-birth of a daughter, May T.
Mies Chettie -Lee Jones. daughter
presented
under the silo chute for loading, ish, a man who fancies he can live
RtWeshments of.c4e. cookies, is, a graduate of Furneui Universi- All American. Coneer
then wheeled along the feed alley in two worlds at One time--the
or Mr ind NITS-Wash Jones,.
ice cream and reindy were served_ ty. Greenville. S. C. and the by Phi Mu Alpha at 8: 5. FollowMr. and' Mrs. Robt. Smith. Gil- in front
of the cows. A cart of present day and the eighteenth
ray Route 1. hieame the -bride of- Every one. had a good time. and Southern Baptist Theological Sem- ing the concert they will-get-teethe
irtsville. on the birth of a daugh- this kind will cut many miles of century,
but he forgets that his
Sgt Herold GrinnelL Jr.. son aif wished the two little ladies many inery, 1Louisvale. He is now as- homeof Dr. and Mrs. G. T. Hicks ter,
Sandra K., on May 8.
walking from the year's work.
sociated with the Baptist Training for a short business session mill
girl of the present, Marjorie Frant,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Grinnell of more ,happy birthdays..
Union department of North Caro- social hour.
played by Jane Jones, Murray. will
Yellow Springs, Ohio. on Saturday t
• •• ••
All members are
Pfc. and 'Mrs. Seim Lupe, Model,
riot understand about the girl of
lina, with headquarters at Raleigh. urged to.be present.
morning. May 5,, at10-ficlock. The '
Tenn.. on the birth of a daughter,
GARDEN
CLUB
MEETS
the past age, Helen Pettigrew. Bobsingle ring ceremony was read, at
Gamma Delta Chapter of Phi
"••
Johnie Fay. on May 8.
THURSDAY AFTERNOON
the home of Bre - L. H. Pogue, the
•
Mu Alpha. National Professional
MISS
WAITERS
PRESENTS
officiating. minister.
tid Honorary "Music Fraternity
The Gerdee Club 'held the May
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Watson. Mur.
The only attendants Were Miss meeting- Thereeee afternoon at the ADVANCED PUPILS
Annual Program ed American
ray. on the birth of a son, Gerald
Hazel - Henson and Seaman Foxiest club 'house with the chairman. Mrs. IN
M usic Compositions, Tuesday night
Wayne, May 3. e
Waters.
. •
•
H. C. Corn, preseding Dyeing tile
Miss Lillian Watters presented a 8:15 pmRecital Hall.
The bride was attired' fer her business session the club voted to
Wednesday...May 16
of her advancels
-CLasaucajiandllasw,--hati
----e--•ee-we---r--we•dsiernr'N'PnWt1er'TTITIF'FITft'Nra.j50.00 v5-rtand..a
to
al on Saturday evening,
Gilbertsville. on the birth of a ready have begun shipping comherreciniz,ng accesseries, and she add enough to the depaftment boa- April
today has L:
ber
e
n
*:t
p
r6r
ostcd
to
28,
at
the
May
Woman's
club,
wore a corsage of roses, kiss liendaughter, Mary Peggy .isaeav-g-•-5ley bat and 'service troops from Italy
teas' bond fund .for the year to Included in the group were Miss 4s66. ' •
3.
directly to the Pacific -for the war
•
son wore "a lane green Ltiack and purchase another US.00 one.
Betty Yancey. Miss Ann Lowry.
TblorldaY. MAY 17
'
against Japan. Gen. Joseph T. Mcis corsage of gardenias.
.
The Garden Celendar was given Miss Jacqueline Sharborough, and
The Home Department. of TteTf•
Pvt. and Mrs. Joseph Jerome, Nerney revealed today.
Out-efetewn.guests for the wed-,y Mrs. Carrie Hendon. Mrs. G. B. Bobby
Wade. The talented young „Woman's Club_ will n"l'sa at- the Dexter, on .the
birth at a son
MeNerney..deptip supreme com&fig isieluded sh4•r_c•an.1.- Parenta.-`:Seort'presented the prInCipel
piantsts entertained the audience Thib
n
James Lee, May 3.'
Mr: and Mrs.. Harold Grinnell. Mr.:cussion for the afternoon
mander in the Mediterranean thf
1-e-hIl0
winch with the folJowtrig program:
Alle
iers
ff aerr:311
: Clubc-r6cof
Murry
rL:--M
.
and Mrs. Ralph Tecoby'and "Miss ' was on -Back Yard Vlicationir,g"
ater. said Other troops would is
Gavotte in B minor. J. S. Bach- Star Chapteer No. 433. DES. .Will
Mr and Mrs D. It IFUghes, sent from Italy to the Pacifie
1-cus Patterson,, all of Yellow
A social hour was enjoyed dur- Bobby Wade.
eneet at 8 p.m.- at Masonic HalL
Farmington.
Aoute 2, en the birth way of the United States.
- Springs. Ohio
:rig which refreshments were
Miss Hazel Babbee piano ,and ef a son, Max
Scherxo in E minor, Mendelsaohn
Earl, May 5.
attended Murray ed by the hostesses. Mesdames R
.It generally was known that ie
Miss Margaret Gordon. soprano
Ya.
v.
-Betty
Training Schsol_ Set Grinnell is M Pollard,
technie
gineering and
other
L. J. Hertin, A. 0
will give a eSenior Recital. Thurso
•
••
Allays)
moderato.-AuMr. and Mrs. K. E. Byerly on the
a graduate of Yellow Springs High Woods. B. F. Barry
and Came
asotto-.1ae,..ieline Sharbor- day night. 8:15 p.m. Rental Hall. birth of a son, Jerry Earl, on May troops as well as certain Air Fire
Scho .1 and i,r
71r:t-,!"
the. Hendon.
personnel, had been embarkin
ough
6
Marine iuut .at Murray State Colfor the Pacific for several week
Roodalla Arnow
-Grancloslege
MISS WEAR ENTERTAINS ARTS
SOIAR HAS !SIFTING A on Loorrr.
7
but McNerney's' speech was Os
Following ii shei- t‘,wedcLug c4r.1
Mr. and Mrs_ H. H. Edwards of first confirmation -that. combat
AND'CRAFTS CLUB
Evening Star, Wagnerto Nashville. Set
Murray par eCIseyeer Ne 4ai
Louis'Yilie have a sOn. Hayden Hall troops already, were on the way.
Liebesfreud. Kreisler-Betty
Miss Emily Wear was, hostess Edwards, Jr.. born April
returned to Murray u..wait *de 49:1111111C-iiet in regular
on
18 at
The returfl to civilian life for
yesterday afternoen 10 the Arts Louisville. Mr. and Mrs.
home- •
Seas *bee belga ba 'abaft eviewirz Nt.:. ro, A Ma. Yancey',
Spence the majority of troops in •Italy
Nocturne, Grieg: Fantasie Im- ancrcratts Club at her home. The Edwards,
traziaser-•!d to oilier duties.
mole Pfz..:1 e•ith the worthy matron
Murray Route 1, are would Come only after Japan h..
promptu. Chopin--Bobby Wade.
rooms were dccorateld- With spring grandparents of the new baby.
a! •-: v,erthy patron presiding
'been defeated, he said. Ali 'roe
Nocturne
•
in
F
minor,
Chopin:
HUI HOLTON COOK
flowers
True chapter opened in regular
Irons the hostess' garden.
CIETY
in the European and
Mediter
Whims,
Schumann-Ann
Lowry.
An
wErrs AT
inforrnal.afternoen was enjoyed
f
IPLE CENTER
The flag of the U.S A. was
ranean theaters had been .dividee
Sequa:LILL
Schumann:
REV.
Soaring.
JAMES
McK1NNEY
TO
with - needlework and conversation.
re-e,
..7-!ect. the pledge of - alIegiinto- groups for future dispositioi
. it • ri
Schumann - Jacqueline Sharbork Missionary „ince .given
Dainty refreshments were serval PREACH HERE SUNDAY •
and the prayet of
he said.
Seeiety
fe. tr.c
ough.
First Christian '-Thanksgiving
ed at the conclusion of the after-'
arid fog peace was
The lust group will coracle _of_.
_
reerce -rest Tisfiraiay eelter eater .t-4
The-Rev. Jamea-MatinileT. Nash
fnaiiii to men:i rs and the follow. led by Mrs,,,Ila Mae Copeland.
'
men to be retained overseas and
te.• Vselple C- es- r n r. the colltiie
ing additional guests:• Mrs. T. H .yille radio announcer, will preach
Degrees ..f. the order were con-. MISS L'SREY HONORED
required for occupation, the Ire,
were MiS,s Ruth . ft rred upon
Mullins. Mrs Hugh McElrath, Mrs at the First Christian Church SunMrs - Bird Earraway ON SIXTH BIRTHDAY
Alum- .y
day. He preached here
alesdeines H P. Wear:• end Sirs
,,last Sun- mendous Seb of reestablishing law
•
,Ronald Ctsirch II iirtel Mfr.
Frances Anderson, Mrs
,John
and order in conquered Europe
MeKee! H C
day.
C H Bessie Craweird was
•
Mr and Mrs. Carl esrey 'enter- e rarmer
received rie
and of moving nut our supple
fteddi!1 G.
Hart. eod W S a metnber on
1
honed
their
little
daughter.
Mariaffiliation from Esand breaking up . installations,' e.
lyn:
Saturday
afternoari
May
5
ther Chapter. Paducah.
said.
The aneetir.e wes per-ided over
The meeting.. closed in regular with a party on'her sixth birthday
the second group will con
The'
children
played
games am,:
form.
1
coMbat and service troops who 1%. I
enji.y,d
the afternoon very much
The refreshment committee cornbe transferred to active theaters r
Many lovely gift, wtre presonted
"sod of Mrs. Nell Robbins. -Mrs
NEW YORK. May 9--The torch the Far Feist.
•boaraa.ce.. Refretautsettni WetHttithes and Bob Robbins.-ser' the
held aloft by the Statue of Lib"Sortie . in 'this greup will go d
.tel refreshments tr.
!
. 4:3 members. "st reed fe' the fellow/lei:
erty in New York Bay buined- rectly from Italy to the Peelle
Mahe Shert. Julie Beeeh.- Glen
with as roe, tired Wisest
The- 'next regular meeting will
brightly last night for /the first Some already have gone. Othi
ta, on May 22 at 8 pm. at Ma- Neil Cunningham. Glinda Law- If functional pollodic disturbances time since shortly after Pearl will go by way of the
Unitcri
make you feel nerrous, tired, restlessr. rue. Bobby Walker. Linda Fay at
I ge.Hall.
such tlmes--tr-; this great ruechrtno
Harbor.
States."
icers' Club will meet at Short. Jean Cook. Richerd Towery. --Lydia E. Plnaltam's Vegetable Com- •
pound to relleve such aymptorns.Taken
/ 8 o'clock at Masontc. Hall on Kenrw.th Cunningham. Eld.;ti Lei"- regularly-It helps build
up realvance
The rules which experience sugFollowing a sanitation program.
rence. Glen -Beach, Ada Sue Ross. agiaost such tlistress. Also a grand
Thursday evening. May 17.
••••
South 15th Street
stomeetac wale.Fallow IleheldirectiJU.S. gests are better than those which Louis Dunn of Nelson county sold
• •• • •
Linda Beach. Janice .Coek
Ale},
44,e
theorists elaborate
•••••
his pies when sex ne7intits old at an
s
then•
yri e Uerie.
I MISS ELEANOR HIRE RECEIVES Carey and M
•
DEGREE FROM 12r. OF INDIANA.
VISITS FRIENDS IN MURRAY
_stfai• Eleanor Hire. younger
,iaughter of Dr. and Mrs. Charles.
Hire, formerly of Murray, received
A
Yr degree frem the University of
• Indiana at the dope of.the spring
quarter. Mitis Hire IF a graduate- of
Murray Traig
me
School
ee and attended Murray State College be.
'going with her family to
Bloomington. where her father is
head of the Science Department of
IFT.T
•
the, University.
as fcat a red
"On April 5. Miss Hire, a brilliant
SEVEN TEEN
.
. young pianist, was presented in her
Senior recital, She haseilread_yelee'All
ican' schis - g
gun watit sh her Masters Degrer
roller- for day. time or date at Indians U. -Yriameii-n-rite ciatort 'Miss Hire -visited in Murray- th.
n-d in Apr]l as the guest
wc ha‘c it. In wool ft:lt . . last-wee
ef MISB _ Lillian - Walters and MiSsi
Floy Robbrns. She appeared as
..Lest. soloist at the.-meeting ter
the Alpha Deportment of the Woman's Club on April 28. and at the
•
recital given that evereing by adtamed pupils of.Miss Wattere.
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Socket

IThe Ledger.,
Congr-atulates

Social Calendar

Modern Romantic
71444;frif
Drama By Play
the 1wpm Production Group

Troops Moved
Directly From
Italy to Pacific

bye Berry, Henderson. •
Confusing . matters- still further
is the fact that according to history, Peter_ should have loved
Helen's stiatete Kate Pettigrew,
played by Martee Humphreys,
Paris, Tenn.
Woven into The romantic gom
plications are charecters of the
present day and those. of the other
age. Terry Nelson, Vienna, Ill.,
appears .es a town buck, Torn Pettigrew; the Lady Anne Pettigrew, a
"dragon" sort of person,• is played
by Jett Watson, Mayfield; the
dandified Mr. Throstle- is characterized by Byron Goode, Temple,
Tex.; The Duchess of Devonshire,
who exemplifies the elegance of
the eighteenth century, is played
by- Marion Sharborough, Murray;
Miss Barrymore, a glamor girl of
the Duchess day is played by Sue
McKendree. Kuttawa; Major Clinton, freshman from the American
Revolution is portrayed by Curtis
Hughes, Mayfield, the famous Duke
of Cumberland is played by Art
Roman; Billy
Crosswy, Camp
Campbell, appears as the American •Ambassador: Elaine Mit, hell,
Gleason, Term. and Helen Gordon,
Golden Pond, make their acting
debuts as Wilkins, a pretty maid,
and as. Mrs. Barwick, elderly
housekeeper, respectively.
Keen inteieet is already, being
shown in the forthcoming production on pert of patrons of the
college theatre. Dean Weihing
has commented, "I've always liked
the play 'Berkeley Square. I'm so
glad it's being done here."

11111:310111
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Send
FLOWERS

[
T
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1
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All motheralove them. . We have many,
suggestions in
•

• Fresh Cut Flowers
• Corsages
• Potted Plants

Statue Of Liberty ,
Burns Brightly Ag4in

Do yve suffer
frtm MONTHLY

•

YOU'LL LOOK
PRETTY SPECIAL .-lise,

Ha

•M

•

The
HUIE FLOWER SHOP

NERVOUS TENSION

Eph and Carrie Pearl Huie
Telephone 479

4

---)

•

•

•

•

FIRST
LOVE

This Sunday your Mother will want you with her, for
this Sunday is MOTHER'S DAY. . a day when you can
express to her your love. Let this day live in her memories. Give her a gift that will symbolize your love and appreciation.
• DRESSES
• SUITS
• HATS

S2.50

•

MEM

••

•

L.ITTLETON'S

4

• Costume Jewelry

Vost.Wox\\Iaos\xwsW4k.
AVAILABLE NOW
Aeitone MONO-PAC
•• •
•
NH) psis UNIT IS ALL YOU WEAR
•
,*

--

• Handkerchiefs
Together with out* allies, American youth has
again made the world secure for freedom . . . Another victory is won ... The final phase shall find
a complete and total victory for liberty-loving people everywhere.

• NO BATTERY, PACK
' • NO 'BATTERY WIRES
• Nb BATTERY CASE .
• NO BATTERY GARMENT

•
•

Seventh War Loan Drive ... Buy Bonds
Calloway County's Quota

•

••• ••-••••
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Special I roe
Demonstration
NATIONAL HOTEL
Monday, May 14
uo A. At --4ifi8 +. M.
0 A ROLAND
Hearing Aid consultant

ON THAT DAY MAY WE ALL PRAY FOR TOTAL

Remember Your Mother This Sunday
... MAY 13th

YICTO1RY AND AN EVERLASTING
PEACE

•

•••••••••=re...•

. . $374.000

BUY E-BONDS

Ii

aac1'2s Scott's
"THE FASHION SHOP FOR WOMEN"

Box 727, Paducah, Kentucky

••••••••••••••••••••
-"`""""---

Mother's Day, May 1 3th, is a National
Day of Prayer
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HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
T. G. Shelton. Pastor
-Sunday School 10 a.m., Homer
Lassiter, superintendent.
Preaching service 11 a.m.
13.T.U. 6:45 p.m.
Preaching service 7:45 p.m.
_J;;
Special music by the Murray
goin1W
Quartet at the evening service.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
A cordial welcome to all.
Sixth and Maple Streets
I. W. Rogers, Pastor
Harold Watson, Minister
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday
Braxton B. Sawyer, Pastor
Bible study at 9:45 a.m.
9:30 a.m.—Sunday School
communion at Miss Mabel Whiteker, Secretary
Worship witn
.10:45 a.m.—Sermon by the Pastor
Phone 75
Subjects:
7:00 p.m —Pastor's Sunday Night 10:50 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Christian Only.'
"Why
A
Am
I
Bible Class
Prayer meeting Wednesday ev- Dewey Ragsdale, S. S. Supt.
7:30 p.m— Group Meetings
ening at 7:30 .
Ronald Churchill, T. U. Dir.
8:00 p.m.—Sermon by the Pastor
We cordially invite you to at- Ethel Chaney, Student Secretary
Tuesday
MORNING
tend all services.
2:00 pm.—W.M.S. at the Church
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Wednesday
10.45 a.m.
Morning Worship
NORTH- PLEASANT -GROVE
800 p.m. _Mid-Week Prayer SerEVENING
S. W. Johnson, Pastor
ible Study
vice and
6:15 p.m.
Training Union
9:00 p.m.—Teachers and Officers
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
10:00 a.m. Sunday School
Meeting
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday, 7:30
11:00 am. Morning Worship
p.m.
7:30 p.m. Christian Endeavor
FIRST METIIODIST CHURCH
8:30 p.m. Worship Service
T. H. Mullins, Jr., Minister
,E1Unday, May 13, is mothers Day
_.)
HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST
'and we have arranged a special
CHURCH
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
program Sunday morning at the 11
A. G. Childers, Pastor
10:50 a.m. Morning Worship
o'clock hour to honor our mothers.
6:30 p.m. • Methodist 'Yotilli Fel- Let us all be present rememberSouth Pleasant Grove
lowship
ing that it is'our mothers' wish
Sunday School at 10:30 a.m. HarWorship
7:30 p.m. Evening
that we, her children, attend old Broach, superintendent.
p.m. Wednesday, Prayer church.
7:30
Worship Service at 11:30 am
Meeting
The young people have planned.. first and third Sundays.
6:30 p.m. Stenday, College Vespers a. special vesper service for the
Hazel Church
Sunday-' school classes for all evening Christian Endeavor proSunday School at 10:00 a.m. Rev.
devoted to the study of the gram. Show our young people
'
ages
A. L. Platt. acting superintendent.
Bible. Do not SEND your children you appreciate their work by atWorship Service at 11:00 a.m.
to Sunday school. BRING them. teeding this service.
second Sunday and at 8:00 p.m.
Every one invited to all services. second add fourth Sundays.
Youth Fellowship at 7:00p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
Masons Chapel
U. Leo's Catholic. Church
L. V. Henson. Paster
Sunday School at 10:30 a.m.
- North Twelfth Street
first; thir)3-17"an
Ch rIcar21,
'
-071
-PrCiall;;ITVW-TaServices are held each Sunday ao1at . -220 p.m. second Sunday.
first and third Sundays, at 11:00
Willie &alp, superintendent.
as follows:
•
am.Worship Service at 11:30 a.m.
First, third, and fifth Sundays
Sunday School every Sunday at
10.00 am. L. D. Miller, superin- at 10 o'clock; second and fourth fourth Sunday and 3:00 p.m. second Sunday.
Sundays at 8 o'clock.
,

•

icing
prothe
ihing
liked
m so

THE B. B. SAWYER YOUNG MEN'S
BIBLE STUDY CLASS
of
Murray Baptist Church
uwites.you to.attend our class
Class meets at 9:30 A. M., on Left Balcony,
Main Auditorium. We cordially invite you to join
with us in worship.
B. B. SAWYER, _Teacher
A. L. Bailey, Secretary
Harry I.- Sledd, Pres.
_Burman Parker, V-Pres. Clifford Smith, Treas.
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xxv
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SUNDAY
SCHOOL

LESSON
By H&ROLD L LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Ybti mopes Bible Institute of Chicago.
eleased by Western Newspaper Union.

Lesson for May 13
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts se.

FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
TI
INpsday Services:
Church School_9:43 a.m. W. Z.
Carter, superintendent.
Morning Worship _ 10:55 a.m.
Special music wil be under the, direction of Prof. Merle
Kesler.
with Mrs. Frances Johnson, organist.
Youth Fellowship-6:30 p.m. A
program of Leadership training
and study. Mrs. John W. Reaves,
Director
Work, in
of Student
charge.

4
"
,1=
"
CatliOt:17
gV,gukiNidkif'
igt!enellaTI A.glY
permission.

ALMO CIRCUIT
L. R. Putnam, Pastor

THE TRAGEDY OF THE
NORTHERN KINGDOM
LESSON TEXT—I Kings 122630;

1-4. 13b-111; Ii Kings 17.7, 5.
GOLDEN TEXT-0 magnify
with me. and let us exalt His
gether.—Psalm 34:3.

the Lord
cants to-

Worship Services:
First Sunday—Temple Hill. Sunday School 10:00 o'clock each Sunday; church services 11:00 and Independence 2:45.
Second 'Sunday—Russells ChapeL
Sunday School 2:30 p.m. each Sunday; church services, 11.00 a.m.
Third Sunday—Brooks ChapeL
Sunday School 10:15 each Sunday;
church services 11 a.m.
Sunday—Temple Hill.
Fourth
Church services 11:00 a.m. Bethel
—Sunday School 11:00 each Sunday, and church services 2:45 p.m.

Elm Grove To Have
All.Day Services
Sunday, May 13
In response to our president's
proclamation', Elm Grove Baptists are plahning an all-day service Sunday, May 13, beginning at
10:00 a.m. The mothers of our
boys in uniform will be honored
at the morning service.
The 'afternoon service will begin at 2:00 o'clock with a brief
Memorial Service in honor of Jas.
F. Mepougal. This will he followed by prayer and thanksgiving service for each boy on the prayer
list of our church, necognition of
those in each theatre of war, together with short addresses from
two of our buttnessmen, The public is invited.
your lunch and
Come bring
spend the

Nations as well as people come
to crossroads in their history, and
taking the wrong road then means
OIL STOVE REQUIREMENTS
future disaster. Solomon had built
TIGHTENED; MORE ELECTRIC
up a great national prosperity, but
RANGES AUTHORIZED
at the expense of heavy taxes. He
Eligibility for certificates perhad forgotten God, and was sue.
mitting purchase of oil cooking
cdedby a son who followed in his
stoves is being tightened to make
footsteps.
sure that the increasingly scarce
Offered an opportunity to ease the
supplies go to consurners who need
burden of the people (I Kings 12-14),
them most, OVA has announced.
Rehoboam in his folly made it greatCHURCH
HAZEL BAPTIST
Under the new provisions, Local
er, and the nation was divided. The
•
H. F. Paschall, Pastor
War Price and Rationing Boards
ten northern tribes, which were
Jn the Emergency Oil Shortage
henceforth to be known as Israel,
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each Area (aJI states except Arizona,
followed Jeroboam. and the two
Sunday. Sunday School Superin- 1.:ouisiana, New Mexico, Texas and
southern tribes under Rehoboam betendent, Paul Dailey.
parts of California and Florida)
came the kingdom of Judah.
Morning Worship at 11 a.m. -on will issue certificates for oil cookJeroboam started with God's
favor, and might have led his People second and fourth Sundays each ing stoves only if consumers steed
aright, but instead he became the month.
to replace oil cooking stoves that
Evening Service at 7:45 on sec- they, have byen using for at least
king whose name stood for wickedSundays.
fourth
story
and
ond
The
15:18).
ness isee II Kings
six months before making appliTraining Unions each Sunday at cation, or if a coal or, wood stove
of that downfall is a sad picture of
director.
White,
Layman
p.m.
...taa
unbelief and failure.
cep not be.. u...cos1 and wood
iiii-eIF • Vir • WidnesdaY .stceses are not rationed. The new
ifeffain —lifeets "ratios
W
'M.11
Sun12:26-30).
following second and fourth
requirement is , being made an
Jerusalem. now in the rival kingeligibility' test for oil
heating
of
center
Or
was
Judah,
of
dom
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST stoves also. Its purpote is to preHebrew worship. While the people
L. H. Pogue. Minister
vent persons from acquiring an
of Israel were free to go there
old unusable oil stove and estabto worship, Jeroboam saw that it
a urns day at lishing eligibility for a new 'oil
ti :
Bible study. ,eac.
.Might lead' to their betng led away 10.00.
MURRAY CIRCUIT
heating or cooking stove, OPA.
from him. It was a shrewd political
Preaching each third Lord's day said.
C. A. Riggs, Pastor
deduction, but it left God out of the
miming at 11 o'clock and evening
Assignment of authorization for
picture.
7.30 o'clock.
First Sunday—Goshen 11 a m.;
1.itoduction of 57,816 additional doHe established new centers of at
atto
invited
cordially
are
You
Lynn Grove 3 p.m..
mestic ranges during the second.
worship, where calves of gold were
Second Sunday—:Martins Chapel set up. They were probably in- tend these services next Lord's third and fourth quarters of 1945
New Hope 3 pm.
tended to be a symbol of God, but day.
has been announced by WPB. StanThird Sunday—Lynn Grove 11 a.m. they bespeak the folly of mixing
dard size four-burner ranges -ire
worldly things with the things of FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH authorized to the amount of 44,816,
Goshen 3 p.m.
Corner 16th and Main Streets
Fourth Sunday—Sulpher Springs God. They become an abomination
and the remaining. 13.000 intl.,he
, Samuel C. McKee, Pastor
9:45 a m.; New Hope.11:00 a.m.; and a snare.
type
apartment
threeLburner
The, people responded to the apMartins Chapel 3 p.m.
ranges. About 'two-thirds of the
9:45 Sunday School
their
„in
king
the
of
interest
parent
—
Springs
Sunday
Sulpher
Fifth'
a-ange .production authorized is exwelfare, and worshiped at the most 11:00 a.m. Worship Service
11 a.m.
pected to be available to certified
Westminster Choir .will sing
convenient place. Religion had met
2:30 pm. Junior High Fellowship institutions and individuals conpolitics, and had let politics take the
OAK GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH upper hand.
4:30 pm. Senior High Fellowship sumer. The remainder is intended
J. H. Thurman, Pastor
7:00 p.m. Westminster Fellowship for the military services and for
Someone has suggested that
when we begin to end ways to make
for College and Navy students housing project's approved by the
Sunday School, 1000 am, James our religion easy, we can be cer- WW.DNESDAY 8:00 p.m. Mid-Week National Housing Agency, WPB
said
H. Foster, superintendent.
tain that it is the enemy of our
Pray.er Meeting
Preaching by the pastor, Second souls who is at work. When Satan
and Fourth Sundays at 11:00 a.m.
begins to be solicitous about our
Preaching and Business Meeting. welfare and suggest that It is too
Saturday before Second Sundays far to go to church, or that the
weather is too cold (or too warm),
at 300 p.m.
Since 1927, TERMINIX has treated more than 100.000 buildings for
etc., etc., we should be on guard.
terminix damage. Among them are buildings owned by national
step
big
a
was
Religious ease
industrials, U. S. Government. schcols, universities. chul-ches. and
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
be
can
it
and
Israel,
downward ter
illitionally prominent individual. Your TERMIN1X
4 T. Daniel, Pastor
- listing
repsntaiv%
for any other nation. Where does
ill gladly show )ou the booklet. "READY REFERENCES,
stand in that important
several hundred of its customers. Today ask your TERMINIX repSunday School, 10:00 a.m. Har- America
resentative for a free inspection of our property.
matter?
din Morris, superintendent.
II. A Queen Meets a Prophet (I
Phone 262
am.
Worship,
11:00
Morning
MURRAY LUMBER
Kings 19:1-4, 13b-18).
Training Union, 7:00 pm, J. J
Authorized Representative of Ohio N'alley Terminix Corp
Elijah under the mighty band of
Roberts, director.
God had defied the wicked king, •
Evening Worship, 8:00 p.m.
Ahab, and his more wicked queen,
Mid-week prayer _service at 7:30 Jezebel; yes, and all the prophets
p.m. Wednesday.
of Baal, and had been gloriously
W.M.U. meets each second and victorious I Kings 18:17-41).
fourth Wednesday.
The queen, who was devilish in
RA., G.A., and Y.W.A. meet her wickedness and determination
to destroy-the worship of the true
'Wkinesday night.
God, threatened the prophet. He
who had met the challenge of the
SUGAR ('REEK CHURCH
hundreds of ppaphets fled in fear
Baron Rieherson, Paster
We have a good stock of DeKalb Hybrid Seed
before the relentless hatred of this
woman.
venomous
Preaching on first and third SunCorn. Get yours while you can get your choice.
The prophet felt that all was lust,
day at 11 am. arnt 8:30 pen.
to him that even
Sunday school every Sunday at but God revealed
that dark day there were many
•
10 a.m. Robert Owen, superintend- in
who were still true to Rim (v. 18).
ent.
It Is a precious and encouraging bit
Training Union every Sunday at
of light in an otherwise dark scene.
7:30 pm.
Our main interest in this lesson is
Prayer Meeting every Saturday not the experience of the prophet,
night at 7:30.
but in seeing the cause of Israel's
downfall. Here we see one great,
KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
reason—every king of Israel was a
Rev. H. P. Blankenship, Pastor
wicked man. Some were better and
some worse, but all of them forgot
•
God.
Worship Services:
A nation is on the downward path
First Sunday, Kirkeey, at 11:00
m role's Camp Ground, 3 p m. when Its rulers forget God. What
about our own nation? What about
and Mt. Hebron at 7 p.m.
Second Sunday: Coldwater, at the elected representatives of the
TELEPHONE 289-J
11:00 a.m. and Mt. Carmel at 7:00 people? Do we choose men for public office because of their Christian
p.m.
or on the
character,
and
faith,
SOUTH FOURTH STREET
Third Sunday: Mt. Hebron, at
expediency or af11.00 am. and Kirksey at 7 pm. basis of political
filiation?
Fourth Sunday' Mt. Carmel at
III. A Nation Meets Its Doom (II
11:00 a.m.; Cole's Camp Ground,
Kings 17:7, 8).
3 pm ; and Coldwater at 7 p.m.
The hour had struck when God's
Fifth
Sunday:
Cole's Camp heavy hand of judgment had to fall
at
Ground
11 amt.
on Israel, the northern kingdom of
10 tribes. Verse 6 of this chapter
HARDIN CIRCUIT
relates their carrying away into capHenry Smith, Pastor
tivity to Assyria, and verses 7-9 tell
us the reason for that judgment.
Ingratitude for God's blessing (v.
First Sunday --Palestine 11 a m
7) led to the worship of other
Second Sunday--Olive 11 a.m.
Third Sunday_Hardin 11 am. gods (v. 8). They knew God's hatred
for the sin of idolatry, and His
and 8 _p.m,: Dexter.-_2:30 p.m.
Fourth Aunday—Union Ridge 11 judgment upon those who walked
In .that way, but they went right
a.m.
on.
Everyone is invited.
Note In verse 9 that these things
were done "secretly." "The same
thing is true today of many who
profess to be the people of God. The
line of demarcation between the
church and the world is not clearly
drawn. We do well to note care0 ' 'Murray. Ky.
fully the outcome of this course of
•
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
procedure on Israel's. part (vv. 6,
VD. The fact that Israel did these
Pnvites you to meet with us
things secretly did not bide the
TELEPHONE'910.
each Sunday morning at 9:30
from the eyes of Jehovah (Ps.
o'clock at First Baptist Church.
(John W. Brad139:b.
4:13)"
Hv
2;
1,
Class meets in right halebny
burr).
'of main auditorium.
Hours

OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE FURNITURE
Typewriters, Adding Machines and Cash
Registers cleaned and repaired by expert
mechanic, factory trained with many
years of experience.
All WORK GUARANTEED

Kirk A. Pool & Co.
Telephone 60
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

;flags

•

„ Our hats come off and our heads bow in tribute
to those courageous men and women on the fighting
front's . and to those on the production front ...
Working together they have brought Victory to the
United Nations and peace to a part of the troubled
world ... A first step, yes ... But, total victory now
is in sight.

SUPERIOR LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
*v*v,*y*v*v*v*v
for the United Nations has
A VICTORY
been won ... And we of this corn-

TERMINIX TERMINATES TERMITES

' munity are proud of the part we have been
privileged to play in this Victory .. . All
together, with 'our fighting men and women,
cc have helped vanquish a foe

Co.,

But our responsibilities grow . . . for
now we must fight our own urge to slow up.

W HILE a

again from sea

to sea.

MURRAY HOSIERY MILLS

We are closing out our stock of Dairy,
Hog, Cattle•and Poultry Alfocorn
Feed at Reduced Prices

single foe of freedom re-

mains, we must continue as we

have

begun l.4r. we must back up the fight with

DE KALB HYBRID

The banners of the United Nations wave victoriously ,
over Europe . . . and a new era for part of the world
begins with this first step in the overthrowing of power- ;
greedy nations . . . Americans may be justly proud of
their part in speeding the day when Liberty will shine

-

all our might .4... There can be no question
of ultimate Viftory.

E. S.

DIUGUID & SON
V* - V*V*V*V*V*V*V

J. T. TAYLOR SEED COMPANY

•
••

•

•

..Sr.:
7".
.€.?

A UNITED VICTORY
In every corner of the Globe where freedomloving people are
on the far-flung battlefronts and on the home front . . . a Victory for
humanity is proclaimed.

DAILY FLIGHTS TO ...

LIBERTY WINSi
alight
ett Tisk
Lold5 1:.tr
%It% promise of a new world. A light proclaiming
an Allied Victory over unscrupulous foes who
Would have enslaved clic.world.
Liberty r.nd justice for all is, reaffirmed as our
victorious armies gird t:Icniselvzs for a anal effort
who seek our destruction.
to rid the world of
Liberty's light shall continue to enlighten the

world.

MURRAYt HATCHERY
Mr. and.Mrs..R. E.

Kelley

LEXINGTON
LOUISVILLE
ASHLAND

tm

The United Nations have macic aroother Victnry
the road to world.wide peace.

We pause in thanksgiving to do honor to those
who have so willingly and with such great sacrifice
made this possible.

VIA:

B. B. Sawyer Bible
Study Class

BLUEGRASS AIRLINES

FRAZEE MELUGIN & HOLTON
"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"

9 to S.

*

_ktv. B. B. SAWYER, Teacher
Buy that extra War Bond nowl
•14

•-rif
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[CLASSInED ADS
For Rent

2c per word, minimum charge
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in
advance for each insertion.

I

Notices

Services Offered

OAK WOOD-Cut loto-stoomorlod
lengths, at the mill. $2.00 per rick.
Sykes Bros.
•
•
M10c
MEMORIALS
Calloway County Monument Corn.
pony. Vester A. Orn sales mane- +
ger. Phone 85. West Main Street
Extended. ,
tf

KENTUCKY

THURSDAY, MAY 10, 1947,

OUR DEMOCRACY
/l

sanlerter SOWS.

As WE TEND OUR VICTORY GARDEMS THIS YEAR
WE
FOR. RENT-Four furnished rooms you
Will. FIND GREAT THIN6S.4ROWING THERE EMIIDE
ARE INVITED to inspect our BEAUTIFUL
ale
POT
PLANTS
VEGETABLES. WE WILL SE GROWING OUR INDIVID
at 400 South Fourth St. •
. • cut
lp New Flower Shop
UAL
The Rule .flowers and corseges_for Mother.
CONTRIB
UTION TO THE NATION'S F000 SUPPLY- Flower Shop, South 15th St., tele-I -The
Huie Flower Shop, South
THE SATISFACTION Of WATCHING OUR. OWN
POL RENT-2-room
unfurnished phone 479.
PLANTS
LOST-A dug, black and
lc
15th
St.
Phone
479,
MATURE
white
AND FRUIT - AND WHEN HARVEST TIME
apartment. at 415 North -Fourth
lc
spotted
female
hound,
I
.
7
months
of
COMES,
Streen• newly deeorated. Shown
HONEST PRA DE IN A ..IOD WELL- DONE
NOTICE
I WANT THAT PILE OF ASHES age. Finder return to H. B. AdSY OUR OWN HANDS.
by appointment. Telephone 5=4
In accordance with Kentucky.
ams,
427
So.
8th
St.
and
tin
lp
cans moved. We will do
after 5 pm.
lp Statutes. Sections 25.195 and 25 200:
it. Phone 596-W--Eugene. Charles.
.
FOUND-A good looking beige
FOR RENT-June 1st one unfur- Notice is hereby given that a re-; and Dalton.
M17p
rt f • final settlement
f
•
•pished apartment. 4 rooms: bath.
straw hat, trimmed with brown
store room: modern conveniences. counts was on April 23. 1945. filed INCREA
veil. Owner may have same by
SE YOUR PROFITS with
calling at Ledger & Times and
See Emma Helm, ,14433 Farmer by Guthrie Churchill. executor of + Helm's
Governm
ent
Approve
the last will and testament of Mrs.
d Raying for
Avenue. Phone 509-W. this ad.
1 C
H Moore. deceased, and that the Chicks. Pullorum controlled. Improved
for
years
wth America's
RENT-Proom• apartment, mune has been approved by the
LOST-A Hale Motor Co. key ring
near College. Mail twice daily. Calloway County Court and order- heaviest laying strains. R PO sirholding four keys. Reward offered
matings.
Sexed
chickens_ Free
Prefer middle ase couple • trio ed filed to lie over for exceptions.:
ed-Ledger & Times.
,
children) Address 1415 South 15th !Any person desiring to file any ex- + brooding ,bulletin-Helm's Chicks,
ception thereto will do so on or be- , Paducah. Ky.
July 30p LOST-A
St.
yellow gold locket on a
•
fore May 28. 1945. or be forever
PAINTING WANTED, Inside or chain. in Murray on Monday, May
FOR RENT-Five-zoom house, fur- ; barred.
Return
out: free estimates: 12 years exper- 7.
to
this office -nished Ha; electric stove, electric
Witness my hand this 23rd day of
ience-Robert Carlton. Farming- please.
refrigerator. innerspring mattress-' April. 1945.
MI7p
By Mary Russell Wil- ton. Route
L'
es. overstuffed living room furni- hams. County
MlOp
Court Clerk, CalloLOST- -Billfold coritalning money.
ture, furnace. hdt water. In good way County.
Kentucky.
. MIO REFRIGERATORS. ELECTRIC 'di'ver's license and other imporneighborhood: pretty yard and
RANGES and Appliances repair- tant parrs D.
B. Byars. Finder
terrace. at 704 Olive Street See
ed Also house wiring - Barnett return -to Ledger
& Times office.
Mrs George _Hart at Ledger &
Electric
and Refrigerator Service. Liberal reward
1
Times.
lp
The Annual Meeting of the Cal- ' 403 Maple. Phone 698-W1
or
noisy County Fair Association will 56.
tf
be held in the Assembly Room of
For Sale
the County Agent's Office on Sat- STREAMLINED WRECKER SERVICE
New
equipme
nt
urday. May 12. 1945. at 2 pm. Ey24-hour.
fast. dependable Wrecker Service. FOR SALE - Piano, dining room
WANTED--A family of four desires eryene sit•h• is a resident
of the
Charges reasonable. Day phone suite: bedroom suite, oil stove,
to rent a. 5 or 6 room house. Col- county, both men and nomen.
are
MANY 0000 THINGS GROW IN A WELL-TENDED LIFE lege Addition preferred. Must have given a special invitation to attend 97 Night phone 424-rorter Mtn studio couch, radio, breakfast suite
WHEN KINDNESS,INTELLIGENCE, INDUSTRY AND
tory Company. Chevrolet Sales and of white oak, and many other
THRIFT
electric stove connections and h • this meeting The board of
direr-,
ARE SOWN... FROM KINDNESS SPRINGS GOODitems
too
numerou
WILL
Service.
s
to
mention
water,heater. Phone 486.
1. tors for the nest three years Jain
tf
AMONG
OURSEL
VES AND OUR, NEIGHSORS FROM
All prewar furniture. Owner in
4P •be elected at this meeting and
INTELLI
GENCE
AND INDUSTRY GROW OUR BEST
UNWANTED H A IR REMOVED + WAVES. See them, at
WANTED-Child's tricyck. Phone
410 South
• plans for the 1945 fair %ill be disASSURANCE OF TOTAL VICTORY AND LASTTFOS
from face, arms, and tege--tiriffe* 12th St. Phone 526-W.
--e-Ae -44.-Tom
PEACE";
' lc cussed
FROM
OUR
NI
I
ac
SAVING
S IN WAR BONDS, LIFE INSURANCE
modern method of,,,,Electrolysis
FOR SALE-One pair • of mules:
AND
SAVING
FOR
S
SALE-10 acres, 3 acres timACCOUNTS Come THE FRUITS Or
approved by Physicians. This
also sOtne first crsiss har.' -See W.
SECURITY FOR OURSELVES AND TUE NATION
method is permanent a n d pain- ber, .most all fertile land: 5-room
L. Coleman. Ft 2. morray.
.
less. Cirene Williams, R N, Phone -house with bath: electric pump.
Will pay cash delivered
All in geod repair. about 5 years
162-W
WANTED-/o buy sawmill timber
S2a
;
Fri. and Sat., May 11-12
old; otlebildings. Located 1 mile
See or write Joe Dill. Model•TenSEWTS
G
MACHINES.
Vacuum north on Highway , 95.
Heavy Hens
nessee
Pool For
Priee
2e4 2c Sweepers and
Announcement
Electric Irons re- $7.000 cash. R. A. Jones, Osener.
Leghorn Hen,'
261.2c paired and rebuilt.
Murr
ay
Peop
le
Route 7 Murray. Ky
Guaranteed
I.WANT TO BUY typewriters, add- 'Roosters
le
20c service-L C. Robinson, 313 North
The Ledger & Timet is authoring machines, cash registers and
'Fryers
CUT FI:OWERS. corsages and fill- ized to announce the following
'30c 16th St_
A swimming pool Is being made
tf
wed office furniture. - Kirk A.
Ews
ed baskets - The Huie Flower candidates, subject to the action of ready here for Murray people, ac33c
Pool. 509 Main St.. or
phone
Shop.
South 15th St. Telephone the Democratic Primary, Saturday, cording to reports in this office.
Prices subject, to change
SO.
tf
479.
The Park Board, appointed by the
lc August 4, 1945:
without notice
•
Mayor and the city council. was acMurray Marble & Grar-Ite Works
Hoskle Goldberg of Fayette
FOR SALE-A sewing machine COUNTY ATTORNEY
e-tive last summer in promoting the
East Maple St. near Depot TeleBoggess
ty has increased his turkeY flock
'The Free," treadle type: good
LT ALVTN H KOPPERUD
activities of the city park, and is
phone 121 Porter White and L. D
condition at 202 South
finer, 600 ;r 1944 to 2,500 this year,'
WAYLON RAYBURN
Third
So, 13th St.
i this season furthering the play and
Outland. Managers,
Phone 441
Street -Nettie Oliver.
M170recreational activities of the town
REPRESENTATIVE
PLUMBING. HEATING. SHEET
This board composed of Rev. T H
ipit SALE-Good feather bed in
T
0
TURNER
METAL EL
IC MATERIAL. good ticking.
Mullins, chairman. Vernon
Hale.
Make nice pillows.
SEE
STOKERS-IF
:1
Jenkins, Tee. -Mrs. Abe
Mrs. A, B. Austin. Mrs. Graves
Thompson, 310 South
SHERIFF
phone 498
Hendon,
Paul
Gholson
,
Ed
Filbeck.
Sixth. Phone 481-M.lp
CHARLIE B ADAMS
and Mayor George Hart, have sePOST WAR As soon as available
WENDELL B. PATTERSON
FOR SALE--One piano in good
cured the pool owned by the Murwe will have a compsete line of
and his
condition: also one coal and wend
ray Consumers Coed and Ice Corn
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance.
COUNTY JUDOE
range See It • R. Moore, liana
pony, and is repairing the pool and
also
complet
e
line_
of
Gas
applian- Ky., or phone Hazel
"Carnival
PINK G. CURD
the surrounding buildings.
79.
lp
ces to .be. used wash Stlethrle Bot_
- ,According to reports, this pool
tled Gas Purdom Hardware, North FOR SALE--50-acre farm. 3
miles
at the Murray High Schoo
CITY JUDGE
will be open June 1, and be under
l Auditorium
5th Street.
•
tf west of Hazel. onState Line road.
goarrasoN
the supervision of Mrs Tom RowPrice $4.000. See Marvin Jones lp
lett. employed by the Park Board.
WANTED- Mattresses to rebuilt
COUNTY COURT CLERK
The pool will be under careful
We will pick up your old mat- FOR SALE-2 3-4 Mogul wagon.
LESTER G NANNEY
guard, and will be ideal for both
tresses and make them new. - L W. Cosby. Hazel Route
1.
tp
young and old.
- -5
,
Paris Mattress Co, G S Jackson,
Two Hours of Thrilling Myst
ery
Preston Holland has been emMAGISTRATE
136 E Washington St. Paris, Tenn FOR SALE-F-20 Farman Tractor,
on rubber. in
ployed to supervise the athletics of
Wadesboro District
Phone 979-W, day phone 3
A-1 condition:
ADVANCE TICKETS ON SALE AT
equipped with
the park. The city of Murray is to
I.EE BARNETT
LERMAWS
plows and disc.
FARMER'S RECORD AND IN- James H Foster.- miles
DEPARTMENT STORE
tat commended on bacrng a re5
south of
COME
TAX
BOOK e'omplete
creation program like this, and is
Lynn
and from
ID
Grove..
every detail Ea'sy to keep. accurfortunate in securingthe services
HI-Y MEMBERS and GRADE CHILD
REN
ate record for your farm .transac- FOR SALE-1I8 acres. 12 miles
of men and women as are serving
tions. Price $1 50 - Ledger & east of Murray near Ledbetter
Children •
on the board.
15c, tax included
chiirch:
Times.
3-room house and two
tf
High School Students and Adults
. 25c, tax included
_
porches. A good 4-stall stock barnk
NF ss R FM inetTON's rewes a
E.
•
and
shed: other outbuildings
A
"Shelzo the Magician" and
AL,SQ ON SALE AT DOOR
his
3 now on certain qual- ridge and 6ranch farm.
Some.g
"Carnival in Wonderland" will be
ificat.uns If you are in business young timber
and plenty of wood. presented at the
Murray
or a professinetal man, ask me Some of
High
the land sowed in red School Friday night,
May 11, at it
about this -Kirk A. Pool & Co, top and
5.
EVERY DAY IN THE WEEK.
Jap; priced to sell, $1.500. o'clock.
eye
We have a new large rapacity
Anyone interested write S. L
There will be many tricks and
mill and can give you good
Duncan, .927 Livernois, Detroit, illusions such
as "Ghost Dancing."
fast service. Magnet on our
9. Mich.
lp
"A
Lady
Floating in the Ain"
SOCK AND
mill prevents any scrap metal
from going Into your feed.
FOR SALE-- 75-pound ice" box-- "Chinese Armchopper," "Famous
.. . a play that casts
Houdini
GIVE ITS A TRY
a spell."-e-New York Times.
Pillory Escape," and many
Leonard make, in good condition.
"...• A
See S L Key, 1312 West Main. lp others.
•••
There wilebe two hours of thrill•
dr.
444
11616..
'
KOR SALE-5-room house and ing mystery and the show is beMurray, Ky.
bath Located 106 South 10th St.. ing sponsored by the Hi-Y Club.
-tMeplione 355-Wlc
FOR SALE-Boy's grey tweed suit.
size 14. 2 'pains of knickers, like
new. Phone 672.
lp 1
The ideil fertilizer for flowers, garden
s, yards,
FOR SALE-One 33-H. P. Evinrude
plant beds, strawberries, tobacco
and tomatoes.
outboard motor, one 10 H. P. racPacked in 100 pound bags. Price $3.00
ing motor. Johnson; one racing
per hundred; 4000 pound lots, $2.75.
hull.
Several
propelle
rs
for
outins;r4,1"
1.1 ;
boards; also parts for motorsLynn Coleman. South Homes St.,
College Auditorium, May
P. 0. Box 22, Union City, Ten18, 8:15
New location across the street from the Murra
nessee.
MlOp
y
All seats 35c, including tax
Stock Yards. Phone 665
, FOR SALE-8-room house. lovely
location, on Main St. half way
between college and d.owo town.
Lot 80x365 feet. Phone 204-J.
U
urray Live
Stock Company
FOR- SALE--Three good mules: 3
Years olcr-W. D. Perdue, Murray,
The
West Kentucky
Route I.
M17p
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner-Mana
ger
FOR SALE--110-volt "Powerlight"
Plant with remote control, just
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00
O'CLOCK
push the 'button and you have
power and lights. We can furnish
For the Highest Prices, Sell
Your Stock Here
any size. from 350-watt to 35,000watt. $10075 up, depending on
sze
Montgomery-Ward. TeleSALES REPORT FOR MAY 8,
phone 868. Mayfield, Ky, and call
1945
for Mr. Jacobs,
M10c
VEALS
Total head sold
744
CHEVROLET and FORD
No. 1 Veals
15.80-

Lost and Found

1

FOR

NOTICE

E

Wanted

......A.Acr.worairliomr..---,

Civilians At War

by Mst

‘46)Itore ttlitils grow in a larcicst
titan lite

•

LOOK! LOOK!

Swimming

MONUMENTS

Produce Co.

SHELZO THE MAGICIAN
in Wonderland"

Not Es

The 'Government needs and asks its citizens in the"
179th week of the war to:
1. Plan now to spend Memorial Day at home. Troop
transfers, material shipments and the return of -European
casualties make pleasure travel rnore.unwaTranted than.
ever.
•
2. 6Return to sea, if you are an experienced seaman.
Ship's now being launched must be manned to carry increased Pacific shipments, returning wounded, and supplies to devastated countries.
3. Rent spare rooms to war workers and families of
service men.

FIRST YANK TROOPS soldiers
ON WAY HOME!

tr71°:isee
the case may be. Furloughed men.
on completion of their leaves. will
go back to the perosnnel centers,
will be Termed into groups and sera
• WASHINGTON. May 9-All of to ass,embly + points for reassignthe 3.500.000 U.S. Troops iii‘Errrope ments and special traiqing.
Kentuckians Go to atterhary
except for a garrison of 400.000
will be withdrawn within a year + The personnel centers to which'
and most soldiers will get fur- the 'troops will go atfer reaching
loughs home while enruute to the I this country include: Camp AtPacific war, it was announced to- terbuey, Ind. serving Kentucky,
Tennessee and Indiana.
day.
•
General Brehosr-ft Someivell,
chief of the Army Service Forces.,"
Mrs. T,
Smith 'has returned
said that withdrawal of troops frum 1 from Clarksville, Tenn..
wlicre -The
Europe began immediately after I has been for the Past
three weeks,
V.-E Day and that the first 45.000 having been called' there
by the
Would arrive in the United States serious illness of a
cousin.
this month..
Schedules by sea and air call
for removal of 845.000 men by
August, another 1..185.000 by NoVeterinarian
vember 8; and 807,000 by February
8; then before May 8, 1946. another
Office Located in Reaf-ef--263.000 will be brought out leavHolland-Hart Drug Co.
ing onlythe force of 400.000.
Casdelties Get Priority
Residenee Phor.e 341
Wounded and liberated prisoners.
will get priorit ......
eitz :Lan
- urn
eaPT'y 40.6iTtr'wounded have been
coming home monthly, and all
should be back in three months.
lave decided to dispose of some
Furloughs for men going to the of ins choice stock of milk goals
Pacific via the US. will be for A number
of them have been sold
30 days or more. Other troops will,
and shipped to other states, but sae
go directly to the Paretic ancr-sel
have decided to give the people
are already On the way
US. troopships not required in of Callooay and adjoining counties
the Pacific, many British troop- an opportunity to purchase some
ships. more than 400 converted car- fine goats before we accept out of
go ships and 800 transport planes state orders for those remaining.
will be used to transport the
WHY WAIT UNTIL YOU GET
troops. By using capturtd, enemy
SICK TO PURCHASE
passenger ships the movements of
HEALTH!
troops may` be speeded up by as
From a health and
economie
much as 60.000 men during the sect-nut' three months of redeploy- standpoint you cannot afford to be
ment. arid by 117.000 men during without a milk goat.
There is more goat's milk conthe third quarter
sumed
in the world than there Is
General
Somervell said
the
troops after their arrival in this cow's milk.
country would be sent to 22 army
Conic out and see MY GOATS..1
personnel' centers distributed will he glad to
show them to you.
through the United States WhereI also have honey for nate.
ever possible the soldiers will be
sent to the personnel center closest
to their home.
Within a wee* Pier arriving in
1 MII E FROM (OLLEGE ON
this country, Sumervell stated, the
t OLD% ATER ROAD

HAF

Mrs. L.ei
With MI
Mrs.
her h(ai
taneous
.
daughtei

, A Ito,
the full

Mrs.
'Outland,
Alike
Hill, M
. Patine
France,
Neis

• DR.'H. H. RAY,

GOATS FOR-SALE

1

.1201mdrr•

W. L. Williams

FRIDAY, MAY 11, 8:00 P. M.

rn

TOT

GROW 'EM BIG anti STRONG

held
offlet
I reci

Hi-Y Club Plansto
Present Shelzo, The
Maigzian, May 11

Custom Grinding
and Mixing

Sponsored by the Hi-Y Club

rear(
then(
the ,
Cad i
denc
gitiff

It'll Pay in Meat, Milk and Eggs!
VIAMMEWNWPMeraildVI

timb
offii

BUSKIN preitnts "BERKELEY SQUARE"

901 QUALITY

Ross Feed Co.

,,,yokot‘'s

Axvt'`

'WA

M

Best Market in

BATTERIES!
WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK

RECAPPING and
Short Fed Steers
Baby Beeves

ie.' •

s-

A.

No. 2 Veals

13.20:

Throwouts

9.00- 12.50

Canners and Cutters

4.50-

Stock Cattle

9.00- 15.00

8.50

4.00, 12.50
HOGS

130 to 400 3Younds

13, 15, and 17 Plate

VULCANIZING

12.00- 15,90

Fat Cows

7gget

.

ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large Injuries
• Grade 1 Tree
• Used Tires
• First Luse Tunes

Roughs

13mi

Saity
its- THE MOST
rtiOFITABLE
Cosh in by getting your pullets
in th• nest EARLY...with
growth and vigor for lasting
•gg production. A
complete feed...

HALg•SERVICE •
STATION
East Highway

+++

Strii
RMI
Cal
the
'wit

•

Chek-R•Ton knocks large
roundworms out of your birdsguir.31dy, safely,- without shock.

pul
TCI

MIX ChEik-R-TON
In the mash.

•

PURINA

GROWENA

4

gel
a T
ati
11
WI
B.
19
19

sj

MORE MILK TO SELL

Hi
bt
th

WHEN YOU RAISE
CALVES ON

S TA RIEN A
One tag Replaces 40 Gals. of Milk

ti

HALE SERVICE STATION

ECONOMY FEED STORE

RgCAPPERS : VULCANIZERS.'"

TELEP1101'4Jt
. 575

'-'4•ArAA "Oi-r,
VAil

_-

it

•

East Highway
AMA -

10'
MIA

RIO PUUETS OF
LARGE POIADWORMS

•

•

14.35-

-

•-

Turkey GRGWENA

. R•ady to lay

•
4.....eltoar•An

bilit
timo
hon
a

PARKER SEED STORE

1

- 15.00- 15.70
. 13•.0.0- 14.50

Scientifically built to grow buds
FAST
in top market condition ... An all•inone feed that's economicel, too

VIGORO

1

Long Fed Steers

ing
ing
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part
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SECTION TWO — SIX PAGES
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Everybody in Calloway County Subscribes
to The Ledger & Times,
But Nearly Everybody Reads It!

THURSDAY, MAY 10, 1945

in the.
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HAPPENINGS IN AND NEAR HAZEL

WAS TI1E CENSUS ENUMERATOR
VISITED YOUR FARM?

A.A.A. NOTES

ilies of

me far
lease, as
ed men.
yes. will
centers,
- nd sent
I
eassi-

rblarY
which•eaching
be Atattack'',

Farm Slaughterers
Must Register Meat
Sold or Given Away

TUCKER FAMILY SPENDS
DAY WITH BENTON KIN

J. E. Tucker with his daughiAll_farms with 3 •acres or anore
ters and their families spent May
and also all farms the value of the
BY Q. D. WILSON
6 with another daughter. Mrs. Jess
sources
which
from
products
Eggner in Benton, This date was
To All Farm slaughterers:
amounted to- $250 or more in 1944.1
the birthday of Mrs. Eggner who
FALL PIG GOAL--The 1945 fall
Pole Vault — Coleman. Manual
Your country needs your help to was burn on her mother's birthday.
Murray High School tied DanIf ript, or if you have any doubt, pig crop goal for Kentucky has
for third place with 21 1a and Giannini, Male tie for first; solve its number one food prob- Her mother who died several years
fill out this blank and mail to:
been determined to be an increase ville
in the Ail-Kentucky Confer-, Simpson, Male, third; Dummit, lem the scarcity of Meat.
ago, would have been 76 years had
of 5 per cent over 1.944 fall crop, points
Sat- Manual and Rogers, Danville, tie
Acree Austin. Locel Supervisor
The Office of War Mobilization she lived.
was announced by M. D. Royse, ence track meet at Louisville
•
Height--10'10".
with
for
fourth.
affair
the
won
Department of Commerce
and Reconversion has directed the
chairman of the Kentucky AAA urday. Male
Those accompanying Mr. Tucker
of
Manual
Bureau of the Census
High Jump-- Kirk, Manual, first; Office of Price Administration to
ComMittee. "This figure is some- 74 points to edge out
Benton were: Mr. and Mrs.
second Schulte, Male, second; Kidd, Man- take steps to deal with this prob- to
Post Office Building
what higher than the per cent in- Louisville, which finished
cunningham, Mr. and Mrs.
Oakland
Mayfield, Kentucky
plans with 71es. St. Xavier of Louis- ual, and Vaughn, Male, tie for lem. In turn, OPA needs your Jim Strider, and Mr. and Mrs.
crease indicated,. on farm
and understanding of the problem
summarized to date," Royse said, ville finished fifth with four points. third; Padgett, St. Xavier
Reginald Butterworth.
Three conferen'te records were Saunders. Murray, tie for fifth. andyour help. Here's the plan ..
"but by saving a few more gilts
58".
Height:
Name SaturOPA
farrowing
tied
1945.
30,
at
April
Cgre
another
and
extra
effective
broken
and by
time, the goal should be achieved." day.
220-Yard Dash — Sattich, Male, issue Control Order 1, Livestock State lines.
All farm slaughterers who sell or
be
not
should
The Kentucky goal
-Vic Burk of Manual waa high first; Phillips, Manual, second; Slaughter and Meat Distribution.
give away meat after May 13, 1945,
Address
confused with the National goal as point man of the meet, with 14. Farley. Danville, third; Hansen,
The purpose of this new order is
from livestock which they slaughtannounced by the Wm' Food AdHe broke two of the conference Male, fourth; Wilkinson, Danville, to achieve a better distribution of
ered, or had slaughtered for them,,
ministration. The National goal has records, the 120-yard high hurdle fifth. Tirrie -:23.7.
meats by iticreasing the amount of
of the farm if different been set for an 18 per cent increase
must register on OPA Form R-315
federally
in
in
time
His
slaughtered
Murjump.
Covington,
high
livestock
the
and
Broad, Jump, —
from the above address:
bver the number farrowed in the the hurdles was 15.7, which was ray. first; Kirk. Manual, second; inspected plants, upon which the with the local Board fur their area,
fall of.1944.
otte-te'rith of a second better than Simpson, Male, third; Shroat, Mur- 'armed forces and must city fami- fn order that these slaughterers
'The announcement on the- goal
record set by Carl Metz of ray. fourth; Peacock. Manual. fifth. lies depend for their meat. This may know what is required of
coincided with the announcement Manual in 1939.
will make it easier for the armed them, tpeal Boards have been supDistance: 20.2,-4".
letters and
with printed
yesterday by the War Food AdMile Relay_ Male. first; Manual, forces to get what they need, and plied
Kirk's mark of five feet 8 inches
MC-2 (Class 3
ministration that the support price
Time _ at the same time it will make more copies of form
third
IIs
D ,
in the high jump was LINO inches seer rod
on hogs was extended Apra 25 to better than the previous record of 3:38.
shipment across Slaughter's Compliance Statement/.
meat available for.
all weieeits up t5) 300 pounds. Dur1939.
in
set
5 foot sixlinches,
Please' state whether enterprise or ing • the winter,
- months of 1944Cecil Coleman of Manual and
establishment is a general farm, a !945, the heaviest Weight at which
Ginianni of Male took the.
Tom
fat
etc.
enursery, a greenhouse,
the price of good to choice
at 10 feet 10 inches. both
pole
vault
4 ogs was supported was 270 pounds.
the previous rebreaking
them
of
Mason' were In Paris Suncray even- The 5upport price level during that cord of 10 feet 81
2 inches set., by
/
hundred
reriod was $12.50 per
ing.
John Meyer Of Manual in 1944.
Chicalro basis On April 11
Hal Phillips of Manual tied the
Mrs. R. B. Chrisman ana Mrs.
of this year. the support price level
conference record when he won the
Frances Chrisman were Sunday
was raised to $13.00 per hundred
100-yard dash in 10.3. The record
visitors here.
and yesterday's annouricement has
The Hazel High school Home Ec- the effeet of extending the $13.00 was set in 1941 by John Meihaus
isemasieee.-Chigaraeueatilesee. llue-esupeise
isece -euseichims a
K17-77-14failliat
High Hurdles:
vision of Mrs. Jien Erwin. had sup- 300 pounds each.
first, Zurschmiede. Male, second;
per and attended the show in Mur---:The
DAIRY FEED PAYMENTS
Rassinier,
Male, third;
Tucker,
ray Friday.
payments for April. May and June
Billy Outland of Milan. Tenn., will be combined but they will. be Manual, fourth; Saunders, Murray.
,
fifth. Time ___ :15.7.
was the week-end guest of. his at a different rate of pay.
100-Yard Dash — Phillips, Manparents. Mr, and. Mrs. Leonard
whole milk piyment will ual. 'first,. Salida
April
Male, second.:
-•
Outland.
bg 65c -per cwt.
Farley. Danville, third; Brummit,
Mr_ and Mrs. Fred Tucker of
Manual,
April cream puymerit win be 17c Danville. fourth; Ray.
ileech Grove are visiting Mrs.
fifth. Time—:10-3.
Tucker's parents, Mr. and Mrs per pound.
may_ and June whole milk pay,_ Rudolph, Murray..
7C-4144kr••••14.-44---,114443.4A.4i-- and
first; Borders, Manual. second; Mcother friends and relatives of the merit will be 25c per cwt.
May and June cream will be lle Ginnis, M: -ual. third; Rant. Male
county.
"e fourth; Fa: .. Murray, fifth. Time
Charles 13. Wilson of the armed per pound.
Q D Wilson
—4:49.4.
forces, stetioned in Key West, Fla.,
440-Yard Relay — Manual, first;
arrived Friday for a two weeks'
Male, second; Danville. third; Murvisit with his wife and children.
P••••••••• •4 mei dect blow. e••••••••••• ell OM
••• •••••••4 ••••••Cptl•a• ••••5 arlact.
•••••
ray, fourth; St. Xavier. fifth. .Time
and his mother Mrs. Grace Ca
_:45.8.
•
Wilson.
441-Yard -Dash -- Boyer. Male;
Mrs. Nora Neese, Mrs. .I.Ocy
Wilkerson. Male; Brehme, Manual,
Clendenon and Miss Fannie Myers,
third; Young. Manual. fourth; Wilof Paris. Tenn.. were guests of
J. M. Thomas and Wayland Per- kinson. Danville, fifth. Time.
their cousin. Mrs John ,McLeod,
rente
musical
a
ry are planning
3
Saturday.
taiinnent at Madel. Tenn. Saturday
Peacock. ManLow Hurdles
Mr. and Mrs. Amble Latimer and
engaged
night May 19, and have
uel, first: Cuvington, Murray, secchildren, and his mother, Mrs.
Pool
Billie
This shingle is designed specifically as a windproof thingle. The locking
the artists, Play Boys,
ond; Raesinier, Manual, third; TickMollie Latimer, of Detroit, "are.
Joe Ray Myers, local buys. er, Male, fourth. Time—:
and
incisors each butt securely to the lower course so that high winds cannotch
2.
24
.
leashing the Latimer families;
-and
known
well
are
bays
These
the shingles or drive snow and rain underneath to cause leaks.
loosen
not
•
first;
MO-Yard Run—Beard, Male.
Mrs. Charlie Smith and min, Gilplay several instruments. Pool re- Jones. Manual, second; Cain. Male,
The Ford Cyclone, "locked-to-the-roof' shingle, is a sure cure for wind
bert Smith and little son, of Paris.
sides on Route 4, and Myers lives thisd, Cochtan. Daeville, fourth;
trouble and can be recommended with complete confidence for localities where
Were guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
at Hazel.
DeSimons, Mantrat, • fifth Time_'
McLeod. Sunday.
TO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:
high winds are encountered.
Ed Hensley. Murray Route 5. the 2:02.2.
was in Paris
0. B. Turnbow
The Cyclone Safety Shingle is an exclusive Ford product backed by
infour
playing
be
orchestra,
man
election
one
an
that
require
The laws of Kentucky
Shot Put _- Vonnahine, Male.
ursday.
years experience in making quality roofing materials.
from
eighty
artists
three
and
struments,
first: Eton. Male, second; Haner,
held every four years for the purpose of choosing county
Claud Wilson, who is here from
engaged for this per- St.
are
Puryear
Xavier, third; Gusset. Manual,
the Armed Forces, stationed in
officers. This is the year for the election.
"Fiddling" Albert
formance.
'Four years ago I asked the voters to elect me sheriff. Georgia, and his father Alison Wil- Grubbs, plays the violin, and Miss fourth; Brummit, Danville, fifth.
e".
Distance: 4310,
son and daughter Ave lee. and
I tecerved a very nice vote, for which I am very thankful. Pete _ Wilson were in Dresden, Thelma Grubbs plays the guitar
other
several
'are
INCORPORATED
• I was born on the East Side of the county and was Tenn., Saturday to visit Mr. and and sings There
Murray, Ky.
aetists who will appear on the pro- well known in this county and
Phone 262
Depot Street
reared on farm in Concord Magisterial District. I lived Mrs. Lewis Brown.
many
public
the
to
given
have
gram.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Reed and chilthere all my life, until 3 years ago when I sold my farm to
entertainments
fine
are
Mr Thornas aryl Mr Perry
the TVA. I now live two miles east of Murray on the dren returned Friday from Evansvisited.
Ind.
they
where
ville,
resiHuie
H.
W.
the
as
Cadiz roition the place knOwn
Mrs. Grace Wilson. who is makdence.
ing her home in itardin, is here
enbeery
have
.
,
.
I am the son of W. A. Patterson and
for a few weeks.
Mrs. • Seldon Outland of Murray
gaged in farming, trucking, and dealing in live stock and
was in Hazel Thursday.,
timber all of my life.
Mrs. Porter Bramlett and chil• Believing that no man should seek to monopolize the
numbers- of lead- dren are in Paducah visiting her
office, and having been encouraged
parents, Mr. and Mrs Ben Pattering citizens and personal friends. I am at this time mak- son.
of
office
the
for
candidate
ing my announcement as a
H. 0. Brandon left Saturday for
Sheriff of Calloway County, subject to the Democratic Fort Bragg. N C. where he has
primary.
August
party in the
been employed.
Virginia Miller spent the weekconsider the office of sheriff as one of responsibility and if elected, will treat it as suCh. I will at all end with her parents, Dr. and Mrs.
times. consider myself with an obligation to render. to you E. W. Miller. Miss Miller is em ',toyed in Mempbis.
honest, efficient, and Courteous service.
W. D. Whitnell and Ira M wean
I will endeavor to carry on the duties of the office, have returned from Detroit where
my
been
has
It
law.
the
of
boundaries
the
within
strictly
they spent a two weeks* vacation.
ambition since a boy to serve the people as sheriff of
Mrs. R. M. Mason was here Sat:6471.

Page, Mrs Jessie Key, Mrs. Jean
Lee Page Key Honored
Lewis and-, the.honOree.
With aliseellaneons Shower
Mrs. Davie Key- entertained at
Those sending gifts,. were Mrs.
• her home May 5_ with g miscel- Raymond Wilson, Mrs. Emett Key.
binteiuso ellower in honor of her Mrs. Dortha 011ver. Mrs. Ethel
daughter-in-law. Mrs. lee 'Page Dunn, .Mrs. Rromond Rayburn,
Key.
Mrs. Crawford Ray, Miss Laurene
. A lose ly plate was served to Ray, Mrs. Dpcie Taster,. Miss May
Nell McLeod, Birdie Dunn, Mrs.
tbe following guesta:
Miller Marshall, Mrs. Lola Miller,
Rosa
Mrs.
Paschall,
Melo
Mrs.
Mrs. Node Miller and Mrs. Rosa
Mrs.
Dunn,
Natalie
Mrs.
'Outland,
Denham, Mrs. Elizabeth Orr.
Attlee
The honoree received many nice
Lamb, Mrs.
Hill, Mrs. Bonnie
Cattle and useful gifts.
Mrs.
Copeland.
Patine
France. Mrs. Flossie Lewis, Mrs.
ones and kiatty
—
Misses Mickey J
Mrs.. 13evoine
• Nets. Matthews,
Mrs.

.amatt,
rry
d sup-

Murray High Places Third In All-.
Kentucky Conference Track Meet;
Male Wins, Manual Takes Second

•

Wendell B. Patterson
announces for

SHERIFF

•eturntel
-cre -Wie
week a,
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ar of
Co.

11

kLE

if some
L goat.
en sold
but ea
people
ountim
some
out of
nine.
GET

onomle
I to be

Entertainment At
Model, Tenn., May 19

k eonIs

ITS. .1
to you.

FORD Cjidelle
SAFETY SHINGLES

•
• • • HOLD PAST IN ST1RONGIST WINDS

8
ON

Murray Lumber Company

a

SUNDAY, MAY 13th is
Mother's Day

by.

Remember your mother this
Sunday. Give her a gift from
FIRESTONE.. . Something
practical

• Bath Rom Rugs

▪

MS
te
k.

N

•

Calloway County.
urday.
Little Mary, daughter of Mr. and
I am making this race on my own merits, and not on
the demerits of others. I have made no arrangements Mese-Quitman Walker, left Teawith any person 'Or group of persons to perpetuate me in day for Detroit. Mich.. where she
will visit her brothers, Gaston and
public office.
Kelly Walker.
Cordell Phillips of Detroit was
TO FATHERS and MOTHERS of OUR BOYS in the
ca/led home Sunday because of
ARMED FORCES:
the death and funeral of his mothknow the restless nights you have spent since we er Mrs. Henry Phillips.
Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Hawley and
have been in this awful struggle of war. I can never forget the morning of April 8, 1941, when we got up after daughters, Mrs. Katie Jobe of Deand Mrs. Bertha Wines, of the
a restless night and tried to eat some breakfast and carry troit
in
stationed
Porces.
A r nied
-our only child and son to the bus station to go for examin- Georgia who are visiting their pa•
worry.
don't
"Dad,
son,
courageous
a
as
ation. But he said
rents. were in Hazel last Sunday.
I have a home to protect and country to fight for. I don't
Bro. and Mra. Childers have
want anyone to take my place.". Our son, First Lt. Rand1111 returned from Oak Ridge. Tenri.
B. Patterson, has been in the service four years, April 8, where they visited their children.
.1945. Ile has been in the European Theater for the ilast Mrs. Mildred Gass and son pob19 months, and a German prisoner of war for the past by and Mr. Gass.
who has been
siz months. We have not heard from him in three months. Brooks Underwood,
in England. came in Fristationed
the
to
forward
looking
am
I.
But like all other fathers,
day and is visiting his mother Mrs.
bright and happy day When all of them can come home to Davie Underwood and sisters.
ago.
long
so
left
they
homes
happy
and
streets
quiet
the
SEED
I want to' help make thiacounty a better and cleaner place
COMPANY
for them and their children ro live in.
I earnestly ask the sincere and trustworthy coopera—Buyers and Sellers—
tion of my friends and the voters of Calloway County to
ALL KINDS OF
sheriff.
next
your
give me II chance to serve you as
It is my earnest desire to see and talk personally QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
with earh and -every voter. but tinder existing conditions
We Are Headquarters
it will be impossible to do so. I am taking this opportunity
for Seed Cleaning
of soliciting your vote and influence.
•
,,Thanking you in advance for any favors you may
• NEW LOCATION
grant me, I am,
Across Street From Murray
Sincerely yours,
Stockyards
Telephone 665
NENDELL B. PATTERSON

PARKER

Fire King
ROASTERS

Just Received!
A beautiful selection
of Light Fixtures
and Lamps

• Folding Stools
• Serving Trays
• Pitcher Sets
• Cookie Jars

Frozen Food
Packaging Kits

•

• Kitchen Sets
• Glass and China

••••••••••••••••••

40 Laundry Baskets

Firestone Home & Auto Supplies
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PHONE 135

EAST SIDE SQUARE
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HF.ART THOUGHTS

By L. 1-1

Buchanan News-

RATIONING AT A
GLANCE-

Mothers rock the cradles of the world. Mothers have
Veldt Alton and daughter
_
given-SU1S and daughters the ideals of. right and wrong, • It Was Kentucky * Go-TO-Sunday came from the lips of Sgt. Herbert visited Mrs. Vela Gray Clayton
and their - children are having a voice in the history of School ropriring. The day had been Thurman last week as he sat .by and son Thursday.
well.adyertiaed_and much had been my desk and talked about V-E Day.
thilny
Wherever_ they are. their ._ principal _thought
W. PERCY WILT 'Aug -PLIBLISHER
ttdr- and- Mrs -Lewis Lamb of said aboutthe importance of regis- In reply to my -question what he
Meats, Fats-Red Stamps Y5, Z5,
"What
would
mother
have
us
do?„
MRS. OEORGE-HARt EDITOR
'
tering in Sunday School on that thought about the time of Gerand A2 through- 152, last date
around here this week.
. • It was throagh her training that they have a Vision Of
day. As usual, we slept 30 minutes many's surrender, he said this: "I
of. use June 2.
Published Every Thursday Noou t. 103 North Fourth St.. Murray. K. the future—the light of tomorrow. It was at her
Mrs. Dave Alton . visited her
knee later, since that is the only day we
Red Stamps'7E2 through J2, last
have learned in the army to wait
daughter, Mrs: Lottie Clayton and
th0- lwarned to forgive and forget. She taught them there have to catch an extra snooze. and not
Entered at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky. for Transmission as
date of use June 30.
be impatient. That is the
children this week.
Second Class Matter.
,
that. the,little battles fought were stepping
stones to Breakfast called for waffles . .
Red Stamps K2 through P2, last
thing I notice about civilians . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Neter Clayton spent
greater charaeter. She taught them that the little scars just to start the day off with a bit they get excited over things and •
date of use July 31.
Sabscription Rates.-In Calloway and !idiom,* Counties.
healed gracefully only add loveliness to sterling qualities, or novelty. Somehow 'the sleepi- are impatient. You learn' better in Friday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Red Stamps Q2, through 1J2, last
--g200 a Year: In Kentucky. $2.50; Elsewhere. $3.00.
51 00 per year to Service Men Anywhere.
date of use August 31,
— " Mothers taught children how to pray. Children learn- ness had not/gone from my eyes the Army." How true that must Lee Garner,
and instead of adding the two het- Here at home we get
Miss Catherine Sanders and Miss Processed 'Foods-Blue -Stamps IL
all
ed there is a God as they talked, played, sang, worked,
cups of flour. I dashed in four. The stewed up about things and im- Shirley Hutson spent Friday 'rTight
through M2, last date of
NATIONAL EDITORIAL_
and read with mother..
batter' increased , in an
immense patient., Military training might with "Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons
June 2.
She
gave
of
her
time,
her
talent,
her
enthusiasm to proportion that called for
As5OCIATION
more prove beneficial to a lot of us ci- 4.1nd. son.
stamps N2 through S2. last
Blue'
direct her children in the paths of righteousness.
soda and so forth.
vilians.
ste. arid Mrs. Rupert Sanders and
•
date of use June 30.
lovely
This
week
a
mother
called
at
this
desk.
The
Shirley
Huts
r
on,
condaughter
and
Miss
Finally
the
mixture
was
.
THE KENTUCKY PRES.'S ASSOCIATION
Blue Stamps T2 through X.2
radio was expressing the news of the victory in Europe. sidered sufficient and the batter
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alton and
last date of use July 31. .
AUDIT BUREAU OF -CIRCULATIONS
Did you ever have your dog run
MorWith tears' in her eyes she said: "I am so glad that other poured onto the iron. Sleepy mem- over and killed? . That is what children. Mr. and MPS. Jess
134ue Stamps Y2, 12, Al. B1, Cl
Ade ertising Rates and.Information About Calloway -County
last date of use August 31.
mothers' sons will be coming home before long--- That bers of the family assemblgd, for happened to a white Spitz on the gan and,,, daughter Mrs. Joe C_car- Mankets Furnished Upon Application. .
breakfast in time to see the first
is typical of a mother's understanding! She lost her -son
Concord Highway Saturday after- larough and daughter, were Sun- Sugar Stamps-Stamp 35, last dart
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor, in Europe in this war. She taught her son to love others waffle turn out a burned, sticking noon. We had just driven by a day visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Torn
of use June 2.
mess. That scraped and cleaned
Vaughn.
or Public Voice items ikhich in our opinion is not for the best interest
Stamp 36, last date of use, Augand to rejoice with those who rejoice. She is rejoicing to- off, I tried another. The result was home where the intelligent and
*of our readers.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Vaughn
•
Ust 31._
_
trusting looking Spitz sat on the
day as other mothers are thankful that the lives of their more pleasing than the first. BeMr. and Mrs. Prentice Fuel Oil-Perlod 1," g, 3, 4, and 5
doorstep of its
master's --house visited
sops have been spared.
tween the three of us, we finally
Dunn
and
son
Sunday.
coupons, good . for 10 gallons
awaiting the arrival of homefolks.
One mother let -Wre read the following from a letter satisfied our appetites. with the one We admired the little fellow
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons and
per
unit,
continue
valid
and
iron.
It
vein;
9
o'clock-jut
30
min-son
visited
received
and
Mea.
Tilman
Mr.
she had
from.her son in China: ;
chutney-tut the country for the
commented on the ,watchful look
• The Seventh War Loan starts May 14. .Antericans as
utes
until
time
for
-the
daughter's
Lamb
and
family
Sunday.
Morn, I'd like to send you Something, but most of all
it had In a few minute's we rerest tel the heating year. - ,
individuals are takragaoe their. higfrost quota La- date-class at church.
• —"Brownie"
turned and found the little fellow
SBOES_Airoatte-rstampe7ge*-4,
I'd like to be there and do something tvorth while for you.
seven billion dollars, four billions_in E Bonds alone_
We milled to take the bobby pins dead by the side of the road. He
2, 3. in book three continue
I'd like to tell rot' in my own words what you really mean.
• You may be wondering, "Why..this biggest of all infrom her hair that ,she might look had run to meat his people on their
valid indefinitely.
to
.inei.or_What any good mother means to a son orslaugh7
dividual quota ti now? Haven't we already Te-ached the
just as well groomed as a child return and a passing car* had
it
is impossible to be there_m_person, I'll just should look on Sunday morning. I
Since
claimed his life. Ieknew the heartpeak?"
1945 National 'Farm Safety
have to let these printed words to:'
Mrs. Millard . Graham was rediscovered that her 'dress chosen ache and the unspeakable grief
A fair question-,
---renuiring a straight answer.
Week Announced
.
- A mother is one who stands by you when all others for the occasion did not meet with that family was experiencing as moved to her home last Thursday
annual National
The second
•
turn you down. She does for you'when no one else will;. tray approval. She had to change- they stood by his body, still warm. after having a major operation at
The Money Is Needed for War
the. Clinic. She is getting along Farm SafetY Week will be observed
she works and worries over yon-tirrear you to be a good the time was growing shorter. I dis- His last act was to welcome their
"The Battle 'of Japan has just begun: It must be backfine: this year from -July 22 to July 28,
child. When you're out, she's the one that stays awake covered that' her neck and ears return. '
ed up, paid for, fought for by a - free people, intent on
- Pfc. Samitie Kelly of Camp Perhad been slighted in the Saturday
when everyone else is asleep. A1L,in
she's the best
rY. Ohio spent the week-end with the U. S. Department of Agricul-'sweeping•the Pacific clear of fasCist hate—forever.
night bath, and a sort of spit bath
Herschell Corn kids me* every
ture announced. Its purpose is tofriend -a fellow ever had. You, to me, are that kind .of moresulted. That accomplished, we time I see him about advertising his wife, the former Miss Rubene
With the war in the West our first•and major confocus attention on the need for
ther.
Graham,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
soothed
our
fidgety
nerves
by
gocern. we 'have not yet beep able•to go all-out in the East.
straw
for him three weeks
-Tell Dad to buy you a bouquet of flowers and weer ing into the garden 16 cut flowers ago--thehats
Millard Graham. Pfc. Kelly and carrying on accident and fire prep
season the rains began ,
But neither has the Jap.
vention activities in rural corn•I
•
e4
-rreaa MT."
mun tre7=943, the Department
Wi
se sigger, oug er, an
Children carry their mother's love and a vision of her and her daddy left to get there Regardless of the weather, May is Mayfield while he was here.
longer than most Americans expect. The Allied Military
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Staples, aid_ of, Agriculture said. -farm acciface with them always. This week a son wrote a letter on opening time
straw hat time, and the calendar
coymna_441,..baf est i maied that if.w ill take_
children of Louisville spent last dents killed 17,200 persons and in.. not_
left
which"
saysMay
other
Siert
oPeratiort*
Itati-arrivad.-iiis,windsi
ift-an
old --her that in- eVery
nie•the -Anal
Mill
months.
‘eeTelt
;-end with his 111-sre'ilttr.s. Nor'- jured. -1,500,000- Of-- those injured,South. Pacific. her face. with that of his wife.and two to finish. and get to Sunday School is still drowsed in strawhats, so
val Short. als•., Mr. Staples' father, approximately 15.000 were crippled
The destructiOn of JapaiLs•armies has not yet reached the
in tittle to teach a class . . . I maybe he is optimistic.
little children were with him. He prayed, as she
had
... Jim • Staples,,who is visiting hisi for life. The monetary loss from
:• • • •
the annusrl - rate- of- of norWil replacements
thought,- I should ,do
then_ I
-between
. .daughter and her husband for sev- these accidents amounted to
taught-liinf. and lie' had nri'fetr. Such love as that is full
thought
I
couldn't.
make
it
I
put
200.00W and: 250.0Q0 men 'a year. And the Jap. as our
Rain is expected on Monday eral weeks.
about -one 'billion dollars. 'Farm
cortipensation for any, mother. To have lived and reared on my old suit that had been fetahr
in t
Pitet-fte--know -fights-4(v- the cleat h;
here. It has rained every Monday t
-the-live,: of 3.500
- cirv51 Whitlow was farefi- fiek tros-lasiTY-ear
Children,who 'have a sense of right and wrong, and who ly cleaned, thinking that I might
for the List three, and I. believe'
A, far as Japan is concerned,-the outer Empire—arid
farm people. More than $90,000.000
last
Saturday_
and
-carried
.tn
the
are making contribution:: as f hrostian men and women; look the-pirrof a teacher.
die- four. A storm 'Came with -t-iiir rain
the men who defend it—are expendables. The Jo
propeity was destroyed,. The
..
.
will .
Clinic Servlulay _Wight ,and
hem hlai4 ripport
vrry., in
re-ward-for -alLtive lutur•
this i.n..st bilioicklay. It v.
majority or farm aecrderfte anti
fight the -Battle 01 Japan from inside iheiiner
mptre, required in rearing babes from the cradle to adult citizens. out in front and the ,back. That iscic
t
this1'
Mond
several pretty trees in town. About
fires can 'be prevented, said the
of which Iwo Jima was-an outpost.-• And Iwo Jima, RC.had to be, discarded. I put on an- 12 lovely maples and oaks 'on the • Mrs. James Gilbert has been liiDepartment of Agriculture,' by a
COrding
Adinital Vnlifz. was a pattern orthe re-4.Ztlince.
other skirt, and found the buttons College campus were uprooted and 107med that her sisfer. Miss Daisy
Happy is that people whose God is the hord.—David.
Jacks-on, ---ielftr-rs working in . Pa- simple three point safety proivere off the blouse. I changed 104 others badly torn.
our fork. es r1u-iv
• !it rof•et in future offerlFiive6.,
•
duAh. Is eery sick at a hospital gram__ill Learn to recognize
joy best black dress and suapped
New Tasks, New Needs
in That 'city. Miss Jackson was the accident and fire hazards'
up everything.- and stepped in front
I liked the statement made by a taken
sick while visiting her pa- your farm in your farm home, )21
of the mirror for,the final check,
The single greatest obstacle to our crushing Japan is
preacher in one of the local rents at
Correct or remove all hazards that
Hardin a wek ago.
up. My slip was showing! That is
distance. NV n:lc in the Battle of Europts stinsiy ships from
May Sth was'1.-E Day. .the date that the world haft the 'meanest thing a woman can churches Sunday: Some man. are' Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Trevattian of you' can, i3; Learn to live and
our bases in England had ofily,an overnight !unto make, been looking forward to for five years,'eight months and discover). It was too late to do like a wheelbarrow; they go as far! Paducah spent Thursday with Mr. work safely with those hazards
as they are pushed."
that cannot be immediately- corand Mrs. Pat Beale.
ships in the Pacific have long-reach round trips taking up rime week. A!,, Cailoway Countyobserved this day, various anything about it. A safety pin
Preaching at Flint every second rected or removed.
to fire mrifkiihs to make-.
groups made the expression, "It'seems like the time has served the purpose to jerk a,tuck
Use our classified ads-They get Sunday afternoon by the pastor,
• Ti crush Japan will take time, heroic and backhreak--- been much lonraer -than that. It seems that we have been in The showing side. I arrived at
the business.
Rev. J. J•. Gough at 230 o'clock.
Bay that extra War Bond now!
anxiously looking for t'fliA day for years and years and the Sunday School class roOm
ing. effort., ovetpowering equipment.
trembling and breathleas, irritated
. Millions of fighting men — freshly
years,"
outfitted
and
and tired - but I made it.
equittped — will hate to be moved from Europe halfway
Others said. "'Phis is•jtaxt a resting -time to recuperSutra I presume.. is the exper•
around the. g.lobe, and supplied day-in, day-out by hun- ate from near 'exhaustion." Others said: "Thank God that once of mothers all over the Land.
dreds of new ships now building.
•
no More mothers'- sons will be killed in Europe." •
My plans for Mother's Day do not
, More of everything will be needed. More 13,.29's.
As we wept about our regular work that day, we include so Many interruptions, but
More tanks, halt-tracks, jeeps and trucks. ...Wore roc:kers, were-mindful that-this pause in the war, was a halfway I wokild• not be -surprised • it-they
inoitars., airborne ra.,dar.
mark in the world battle. We were impressed with the are not a repetition of last Sunday, maybe not the same things.
A whole new. air forte is in creation
huge new necessity of. continOing our jobs at home to support the
but etherk just as common to the
bombers dwarfing the Superfortress
fast new jet-pro- boys in the South Pacific,' and to help with -bringing con- woman of the house.
.•
••• • •
pelled' combat planes'. the IY-440 or "Shooting Star.". torn- demn: of the World to normal.
ingoff the lines by thousands.
_
'We know that there is the problem of feeding and ',There is a veteran who will not
. some of the 101. ways in Which your clothing the peoples of-the nations. We are aware of the give. me permission to Use name at
-The
are just'
dollars are needed more than ever' -to bring America' facrthat the world -hi-full of weary, heartbroken. and dis- present, and who is considerng runmight to its full strength—so that we may crust lent foe turbed men, women and children, who are looking to the' ning fbr repreeentative. In his letthe faster, make 'an-end:of killing, and bring our Nat Allied nations for help. .Under these conditions, civiliarts ter this week addressd to the writer, he set up- these principles that
mote than stay on- the job with essential work
can--do
bid( htme.
he is interested in in regard to the
that will- aid :others to ret-urn to peaceful, natural ways representative's duties: county
. .
• • And Lest.We Forget
of life.
school superintendent elecjed by
The sick. wounded and disabled Will require Medical
From attitudes of Calloway people' on V-E Day at popular vote: higher per capita for
attention and care. Many millions tof dollars will fle.re- the various prayer services, it would seem thht we at schools: $200000 tax exemption on
quired for muster-jog-out pay and benefits voted by Con-- home are concerned with the future of the world. We property owned by war veterans:
grests to help -Our veterans get started again 'in civilian life. are toncerned in making our little community a Christian work for a. greater Murray State
College: appropriation for funds
fit-Ilarnitinioualy into th-e -desired Christi
--T-b-at's the leas-t
eitucky "Lake Park: putFind your quota and maki HI We've pot to make the 7th the biggest yet!
for the Kipattern of the World, where men can live peacefully to- ting many of our gravel roads under
done for' us.
•
gether. '*
the rural highwak department:
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Straight Talk About the Seventh War Loan
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you have a quota
in the Mighty 7L' War Loan
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Buy E-Bonds. Calloway County's quota for E-Bonds to
be purchased by individuals is $225,000.
Total Quota
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THURSDAY, MAY 10, 1945

25,
t date

SGT. W. D. McCUISTON
WITH 35TH INFANTRY
WITH THE 33TH INFANTRY

2, last

- DIVISION IN GERMANY—Battery D of the 448th Battalion
boasts .a real old fashioned ragtime band. The leader is Sergeant
June E. Roberts who plays anything from a. vicilin to billiards.
Sgt. William D. McCuiston, Route
5, Murray, Ky., is in this group.

2, last

2, last

ips 132
of use

i2. last

The band really got going strong
with some Grand Ole Opera Music
when Sergeant William D. McCuiston came in and called a few
square dances fur the buys and got
things goingalraentucky style. Private Walter B. Olsen next presented an exhibition of jitterbugging.
Other members of the band include Private First Class Monroe
Sturgill, guitar; Private First Class
Willis A. Williams. mandolin; Corporal Jtie B. L. Shockley, mandolin;
Private Ellson E. Hill, harmonica;
l'rivate Edward F. .Fafrowwicz,
Jews harp; and Sergeant 'Roberts,
violin.

X2,

Cl,t
31.
a date
Aug-

and 5
gallons
valid
or the
103. 1„
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•
,

All these men have been with
the 448th since they landed in
Normandy on D pins 13 and with
the exception of a few short rest
periods have been in combat in
France. Belgiuni and now in Germany on the East bank of the
Rhine.
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Watch Your
Kidneys!

I nOwl

Help Them Cleanse the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste

•

Your kidneys ar• constantly filtering
wasta matter from the blood stream But
kidney!leMett me. lag in their work- de
not act as Nature intended
fail to rethrive impurities that, if retained. Mil
poison.th• •ysteto and upset the whole
body machinery
Symptoms may be nagging backache,
persistent hesdache, attarh. of dizziness,
getting up nights, •welling, puffin..
under th• eyee—a feeling of nervous
anxiety and loss of pep and strength.
tither signs of kidney or bladder disorder are morn•times burning, scanty Or
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt that prompt
wiser than neglect
treatment
Doers'e have been winning
new friends for more than forty years.
They have a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by gr•tefulpeople the
four ry •••., 1•L wrtur .4140aq

is
Doss's rare.

DOAN'S PILLS

PFC. AMOS HILL SENDS
GERMAN SOUVENIRS HOME

_

Nine Are Graduated From Mason Hospital
School of Nursing •

COOKED A FINE
DINNER; THEN
THREW IT TO DOG

Girl Scout Meeting
All Day Saturday

DR. C. C. KEMPER

Chronology of World
War II Continued
From May 8 Extra

1088 Telephone
Directorie..s.Deli

In St. Louis This Week • • •

or

T. 0. TURNER

Fort Lewis, Wash for further assignment. He served 26 months CPL. EDWIN WATERFIELD
in the Pacific and the Aleutions PROMOTED TO SERGEANT
as an engineer and was home in
HEADQUARTERS, 13TH AAF,
December for a rest He was -then PHILIPPINES -__ Corporal Edwin
sent to Camp Claiborne, La, where Waterfield, an armorer with the
he toOk specialized training in pe- "BOMBER BARONS", the first
troleum distribution engineering_ 13th AAF heavy bombardment
Mrs_ Ezell will remain with his group to operate out of the' Philip
parents, Mr and Mrs. H. P. Ezell pines, has been
promoted to Sea
near Kirksey.
geant.
•
Sergeant Waterfield, son of Mr
and Mrs., P. F. Waterfield, Murray,
Kentucky, entered the AAF in
February, 1942, and joined the
"Jungle 'Air Force" in February,
1943.
Recently he was presented the
Good Conduct Medal for "exemplary behavior, efficiency and fidelity during his services to date"

COUNSELLOR

Reporting regularly on
business trends in his
"Odd Lots" column

ROBERT L.' BAZZELL IS
NOW FIRST SERGEANT
Robert L Bazzell is. at present
located in the Philippine Islands
Heels Ifiest set pant now.
Sergeant Bazzell has been in
New Guinea since last August He
Landed on the Philippines March
27, 1945.
S-Sgt. Dan Banks, a native ef
Murray and a cousin of Miss Kathleen Patterson, teacher in
the
Murray City School, was a member of the Roosevelt honor guard
S-Sgt. Banks was in the group that
stood guard at the station in Gainesville, Ga., as the train bearing the
body of our late President passed
that city.

Need a
You can give them a

LAXATIVE?

lift

Olack.Draught is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical

In more ways than one if
you will go easy on Long
Distance calls between 7
and 10 each night.

DON lAcWAIN ... Financial Editor of The Courier-Journal, keeps marketwise by daily contact with the heads of corporations, brokers and bankers.
He always knows about important mergers, sales and market fluctuations.
His column "Odd Lots" and his other financial features deal with business,
stocks and bonds.
A pleasant mixture of grey tweeds and twinkling blue eyes. Don could easily pass for a
banker himself, until he starts reminiscing about his days as a state reporjer out of the
Frankfort Bureau, twenty years ago. Then you will recognize the stamp
the Fourth
Estate He will long be remembered for his acticles on the evils of Kentucky's old toll
bridge system ... which subsequently led to the adoption by the legislators of the present
plan of state ownership, which pays itself out.

a

A Salute to MOTHER
Who Makes a Little
Seem Like a Lot!
Even if Dad's paycheck is smaller, leave it to
mother to keep the family well dressed by doing
regula'r mending and darning and sewing on of
buttons. She knows dry cleaning is the least expensive way of renewing smart clothes appearance -- and in good times or bad, relies on us for
expert dry cleaning service.

•

New Hampshire-born, McWain graduated from prep school to
join the U. S. Navy of World War I. completing his formal
education at Brown University. Providence, R. I., after the war.
Following his Frankfort experience. Don became Promotion
Manager . . . and served three terms as Secretary of the
National Newspaper Promotion Association.. He was famous
for his state and national Spelling Bees, which wound up
annually with his taking.the winners to Washington. lie still
receives letters from some of those boys and girls. After eleven
years of this fascinating, though arduous, work McWain bee
came Financial Editor in 1938, initiating hissplumn "Odd Lots"
which title is also applied to the IsIcWaMs' summer camp,
located just outside Louisville.

Up-to-the-minute financial

SUPERIOR
Laundry and Cleaners

are calling home and they'll
appreciate your help in
leaving the lines for them.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

North Fourth Street

Telephone
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That's the time many
service men in the camps

6

•

PY0Ti ARMY AIR FIELD. Tex.
Cpl. Billy J. Huie of • Murray, Ky..
is now completing his final-stage
train-Mg- its -a member of -a 13-all
crew at Pyot,e Army Air Field.
Pyute is one of the four Super-,
fortress
training • fields of the
Second Air Fore where Inlividual'creva members are trained to
live and fly as a combat teem.
After completing their training
- .'re The crews are sent To ci, •at
theaters to do their part in the B29 bembing MiSSitOrtS against the
enemy.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Huie,
Route I, Murray, he is a graduate
of Murray High School.
Cfpl. Huie, who entered the service May 26, 1943, he is the radio
operator on his -bomber.
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28:
Rhine. offensive Carl Spaatz apnourices Allied vic- way. May 4: Germans in Holland
March
sweeps inland; U. S. 3rd Army tory in war's_ strategic bombing and Denmark surrender.
in
offensive
Allied
pierces Frankfurt on the Main and campaign.
May 7: Germans surrender anWITH THE 12TH ARMORED
Pfc. Amos Hill who is in Gerplunges beyond ants) central Ger- North Italy termed "the last bat- . eonditionally to all three Allies.
number
of
souveDIVISION. SEVENTH AIIMY. IN many has sent a
man plains; U. S. 7th Army forces tle" by Field Marshal Sir Harold
May 8: Truman and Churchill
GERMANY-1 Speciali—Staff Ser- nirs to his wife and to his father,
Rhine crossing: U. S. 1st Army L. Alexander.
' proclaim V-F. Day:
The Consecration services for the
geant John R. Imes, son of Mrs. E Hill of Kirksey.
smashes forward to Limberg suApril 18: Germany is cut in two
Otie R. Imes, Alm°. Ky., was
Among the souvenirs is a Ger- graduating class of Mason Mem- burbs; U. S. 9th Army sweeps 17
as U. Sr 3rd Army crosses Czech
among the first in the 12th Armor- man' watch very similar _to our orial Hospital School of. Nursing miles eastward.
1
tterdesi Madgeburg falls.
ed Division- to-receive Presidep- American
Mr.
Hill Was held Friday evening, May 4,
watches,'
March 28:, British tanks swing
April 19: Ruhr pocket wiped ,
PFC. EDWIN R. ELKINS
tial recognition after the Division brought the watch to the Ledger with the Rev. G. H. Boehrig of I
north of the Ruhr and 1st and out; Allies net 316.930 prisoners..
IN PHILIPPINES
entered Germany.
and Times office Tuesday and the ,Paris, Tenn., bringing the message. 3rd U. S. Armies near junction; Leipzig falls to V. S. 1st
Army.
On
Saturday
evening,
May
5,
He is a member of the Medical force had to listen to see if it
One lady recently stated that she
Russians take Gdynia on the BalWITH THE 38TH DIVISION ON
April 23: Reds reach Elbe river
Rev, -S. A. Ruskjer delivered the
used to throw her own dinner to
LUZON—Pfc. Edwin R. Elkins, Detachment in the. 43d Tank Bat- ticked like ours and—it did!
tic.
near Dusders
Ithe dog most of the time. It made
' baccalaureate sermon. Both of these.
son of Jack Elkins of 100 South talion which, by direction of the
April 24: Russians close iron her sick just to look at anything to
the
2-c, services were held at the Hospitall March 29: Frankfurt on
the
Fireman
been
awarded
McDaniel.
President,
has
James
Tenth street, Murray, Ky., now is
ring around Berlin. Begin sette- eat. She•was swollen with gas, full
Main falls to Patton.
for visited this parents Mr. and Mrs. chapel.
engaged in the fight to complete Meritorious Service Plaque
MatiC destruction.
of WOW., had headaches, felt worn
March 30: U: S. 1st Army snaps
to Ragon McDaniel, Route 3, last
October
1,
1944
period
from
the
On
Senday
evening
at
the
Meth-the liberation of the Philippines.
April 26: German resistance in out and was badly constipated.
seizing PaMarch 31 1945.
week.
odist Church, Rev. J. C. Gaetehs lock on the Ruhr by
Berlin weakens.' 'U. S. 5th army Finally she got ERB-HELP and
A veteran of the Leyte CamHe entered service in May, '44, delivered the commencement ad- derborn; Russians reach Vienna's captures
The Medical Detachment won
says she now eats everything in
Verova, Italy,
paign, he also fought with his unit
recognition through "a superior and is stationed aboard .a heavy dress after which Dr. Ora K. Nitre River defense line, and inrsight and digests it perfectly. BowApril
27:
AmericansRussains
the 149th Infantry during the Baalso. seize Danzig.
els are regular and normal. She
performance ef duty in supporting CrUISer.
Mason presepted the diplomas to vade Austria;
join forces at _Torgau.
taan campaign, before moving to
is enjoying life once more and
ApriL 2: New U. S. 10th Army
the unit during its operations at
the nine graduates.
Miss R. E.
April
30:
Rumors
of
German
woman"
central Luzon where he is enfeels like "some other
lands on Okinawa.
Rohrbach and Herrlisheim, France; DARRELL SHOEMAKER
Hopper presented the pins.
false,
surrender
prove
since taking this New Compound.
gaged 'at the present time.
April 2: Americans trap 21 Gerwhile clearing the enemy from IS HONOR MAN
ERB-HELP contains 12 Great
..14
Maytrin
w
e
k
.
"
h
l:('huchill
predicts
peace
man divisions in Ruhr.
In civilian life, he attended the Fraice in the vicinity of Colmar;
Herbs; they cleanse bowels, clear
GREAT LAKES, ILL., May 3—
April 4: U. S. 3rd Army tanks
High School and daring the oonduest. of Southern
New Concord
M
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furlough, last week visited hill
Thr. club celebrated its first
father and grandmother, Torn Nes;• birthday April 26.
btu- aad Mrs. 011ie Nesbitt-.
._ primary
The
depariment .at
Pleasant Grove is well equipped
-COMING SOONNext Thurs.-Fri., May 17-18
with goepel mottos. We surrniee if
•8 Ma A l
more churches arid homes had we:GOlD••••••
•••••
,
:11:11
'pet mist-t0s, on their walls Would it
TM
Nt
sewing
not be
seed for God's
Son of Flick&
gory
KID
Cody A. Taylor if near Lynn
TECHNICOLOR
IN
r ROM SPAIN
Grove. arid
son-in-law of Tom
flingstores who- had been a German presence of war' since Dezr
I cember 17. .1944. has been liber^ atest and is in 'an.Briglish hosplte!
l

S..- Named On N
Sugar Panel-Here-

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
I

Homemakers Will
Exhibit Furniture
Handiwork June 23

SALE

•

lavv" ater News

$. Pleasant Grove

FLUSH KIDNEY URINE

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

Saturday-Sunday

Green Creek

Stamp Collectors'
Booklet Now Reads'

cgoweva.41wur

fOrfli

t jserTriehreniTii-pTiv-n-u.- •

I

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

of

401
PLUMBING

i

CAPITOL

At B. Beale ige Son

F

'THUNDERHEAD'

Thu Homemakers Clubs met'
147g next week are as follows:
tertowh Club--Thursday,
17, iri the home rif Mrs. Rudolv
Therman.
New Concord Club Friday. Ma
ig
• tee enter of Mrs Men.
•.t

Tuesday-Wednesd'y

Sunday-Monday

TOIVY and FRIDAY'

HOMEMAKERS CLUISs

IT BOASTS A BEVY OF
BREATH TAKING BEAUTIES

-GLORY I
--HE ARTA story of people,,
you'll love! Great
stars! Great music!
.4( It's wonderful!

••••

Construction
Laborers

64 1/4n
0
94ves out

Needed
By
E. I. titu 'Pont De
Nemours & Co.,
Inc.
at the'
Indiana

WM YOUR CAR tlkST?
aommita
GUARANTEED

SPRING

Yes, if it is
Given Needed Protection
CHANGE-

pVER SERVICES
Drain and refill l_icr.k cast. itli"siammerweight Diaino•sd 7(4/
eCir Oil.Change
Transmission & Diffsrseriol Luhrisenu
to proper summir grs e • 9.X CuarapIce! Lubricsaien
(ewe, se.? body
• 'sib Ceoling Srerm; sick Battery
• R• e front
• Cheat and laden:
Whet!Bearings• Cie a n en.leads s t eperk
'Plugs • Wash,Wax anall'olisli Car•Sersise Oil f diet,Alf CleaDtt •!nips* t Ligi;rs
& Whidshield Wiper • Clean Winjoe s.

1 he jtenk yard is ahead for thousands of
.g
cars this Spring. Will )ours he amon
dem? To prolong your car's life-get
Spring Change-Over services dt once.
Drive in *it -the DA sign TODAY or
phone your D-X Dealer now for an appointment. The D-X Desk, is a luhri. cation expert and he knows the right
lubricant to use for every friction point.
lie guarantees Diamond 760 Motor Oil,
Diamond DA Lubricants and D-X Motor
Fuel for the maximum in performance.
MID-CONTINENT PETROLEUM
CORPORATION

-Ordnance

-Works
,(1 -trot lion of a
"Rocket Powder Plant"in Southern Indiana
•
•

with that'460!
$100,000
. .b&
11sed'e
ov>114,
ets it?)
cv h.ici,oneg

MARGARET O'BRIEN
1
:
.1441.
,JOSE ITURBI • JIMMY DURP4rE
JUNE ALLYSON
11.USIC
HERBERT

.

HARRY

FOR puLmoNs

MARSHA HUNT •

HUGH
ADLER
DAVENPORT • MARIE WILSON • LARRY

NN3OkiliSON
DENNIS O'KEEFE
'
CONSTANCE MOORE in

k et hours, time
and one-half for ale hours
in excess of forts.

WOrk

SATURDAY ONLY

Transtiortation- Atilvanced
itoom and hoard aaaltable on
Prnject fette for aquiloyees
nnly.

EARL CARROLL
f• VANITIES 0.

614
INV0A0

- featuring -

•
((imparts rrpresentatiees u1111
intertien and hire ate

LIONEL
EVE ARDEN

BARRYMORE
DE HAVEN

GLORIA
OTTO KRUGER .

War Manpower
Commission
United States Employment Servict
,
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PI.US! Popeye the Sailor Cartoon

game WYNN • Marilyn MAXWELI

'ARKYAKARKUS

-EXTRA HITS-

-and-

Little Lulu Cartoon
in Technicolor

Court House
Mayfield,
Each Wednesday

ond

Woody Herman

"Bit'thday Party"

AND 'ITS

'FURY IN THE PACIFIC'

BAND OF:THE YEAR! •

•
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$375,000.00
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up at
boat ion
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La 06cod In.
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Will tell the world we can
8/660 Mem.
or Afore oi
e

•Read that figure again, neighbor. It's not
just a lot of numbers.pulled out of a hat. It's
our share, your share, in the mighty 7th
War Loan.
Does it sound big, neighbor? Well, those
Superforts that are plastering Japan are big
—and cost plenty. Battleships arc big—and
cost millions. The job our,fighting men are
out to finish is big—and the cost is staggering.

So of course our job is big. But we can CA)
it if you and every other patriotic American
in this city buys a BIGGER bond than before ...
or invests a II&C,GER portion of income in War
Bonds now!
Two Drives in One
By this time last year, you had already
subscribed in two War Loans. This 7th War
Loan is like two drives in one. .

Study the chart below. See what youe
country expects you to do in the 7th War
Loan. Remember, you are part of America
—a part of America's might!

FIND YOUR QUOTA ... AND MAKE IT/
YOUR PERSONAL
WAR BOND
QUOTA 15
(CASH VALUP

MATURITY
VALUE OF
7TH WAR LOAN
BONDS SOUGHT

$187 50

$250

225-250

150.00

200

210-225

131.25

175

200-210

112.50

150

130-200

93.75

125

140-180

75.00

100

100-140

37.50

50

Under TO 00

18.75

25

IF YOUR AVERAGE
WAGE
PER MONTH IS.
$250

4.400.-er

Page motibae4441k

•

eseer/sr/4/

Your War Bonds Are Like
READY CASH
War Bunch era your safest in.
vestment. Safe in principal ...
tnfe io return. You get $4 for
every $3 you invest, nt maturity.

•

This space is a contribution to America's all-out war effort by the,following reputable and progressive Mul ray businesses:
4,

Berry Insurance Agency
A. B. Beale & Son
Boatwright & Company
Batik of Murray
Blue Bird Cafe
Boone Laundry and Cleaners
Collegiate Inn
Corn-Austin Company

•

_

Crass Furniture Company
Calloway County Lumber Company
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
DoraiVs Loose Ceaf Floor
Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
Economy Grocery
A. P. Farmer & Company
Farmer & Gibbs Dress Shop

Frazee, Melugin & Holton Ins. Agc'y.
Gladys Scott's Dress Shop
Growers Loose Leaf Floor :LICK FARMER,
Hendon's Texaco Station
Johnson Appliance Company
Love's Studio
Littleton's
Murray Lumber Company

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Company
Fashion Shoppe
Murray Hatchery
National Hotel •
National Stores
Parker Seed Store
Peoples Saving* Bank
Rudy's Restaurant
Murray

Mgr.

Shroat Brothers Meat Market
Stokes-Billington Moor Company
Superior Laundry and Cleaners
Lubie F. Thurmond
J. I,. Taylor Seed and Implement Co.
Varsity Theater
Western Kentucky Stages
••ro-tvonr-r •,
••

•••••

•
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i
Murray Ctizens
. visit County. Farms
- - - -

•

f agricultural methods in 'our great
county points toward making Calloveiry a headquarters for better
Uvestocit and progressive farming
Teams who went are as follows.
Members of the. Rotary
E. 4 Beale. J. E. Littleton. A
the Loans Club and Young Bustflees Mena ;Club visited a ?turn- L. Bailey, C. 0. Bondurant T. H
bet uf tarries in Callowee county Mullins. R. E. Broach. Guy BillThey ekent in ineton.
Nix Crawford. R. W
-last Thursday,
teams of two-eat h team visitieg Churchill. H. J Fenton. S. V. Foy.
H. C. Corn. George Hart. Hall
twe or three farms.
The.. te.ms were- primarily in- Hood, Joe T. Lovett. Luther Robtersted in discussing with the far- ertson. Clifferd Seeber. J. D. S•
mers- the 'improvement of life- tunr T H. Stokes. H. T. IA'alo.
stuck in keeping with the program W. G Swarm. W B. Tolley. W.
which is being emphasized by ef- Carter. Clyde Jenes. Vester Orr.
LIBERTY Overjoyed with their new freedom liberated
Outland.
furls to clear Calleway countyeof Oflie Barnett, Dr J.
Russian prisoners at prison camp in Germany carry Yank
scrub bulls. All those who went A. BS Austin. 0. B. Boone. Van
soldier cn their shoulde •
•gratiit..de
R
have reported a pleasant visit with Barnett, Keith .Kelley. Wm
Fureames.
Slecid,
E.
B.
Howton.
T
noted the
the farmers and has
fine attitude which awners of P. B Ghelsan. Price Lasseter. R
scrub bulls are taking toward a H Thurman. Burman Parker. WayW niftier, -A
program for barters liveetack. Sev- ton Rayburn. -.M
eral owners expressed their defi- Carman.
nite intentroris of dispvsing of
scrub liveetack aaclea keen interest County
in ownership of registered eatBy S. V. FOY
--tie as found thruughaut the county.
Bermuda Gram Control
There is no mistake but that
It has beer-found that 2 pounds
the trend of thinkirig about better
.
- - - of Borax sprinkled on ,41.z, square
_
yard will kill Bermuda grass but
AY FilttT
Z.) nothing else will grew for a year
SIGN
A
or more_
-LITTLE MOTHER -Playing with her six-month
Peach spray
old daughter, is no trick at all tor Margaret
Spray now with
potirRYS-.4rPellegrini who is only 3 tact ?"inches tall. and
weighs but 63 pounds The Play Don Is an
senate of lead. V, pounds of hyd10001 spot to: th• two ol ih•rn!
rated lime. 2 pounds sinz sulfate,
USE
6 pounds wettable sulphur. to 50
C,.'d Preparations as directed
gallons of welter.
WIRE RECORDING — Bread
Peewit Thinning
.•
way beauty Shannon Dean
Wait until after the May-drop is
at 'Lolling RooT Only.' us
A
over bef•ae thinning peaches, That
roe Gion000•
tens to a Lear Home Radio
—
N wall be ptobably the .last half of
and Win• Recorder Combine
Way By thinning Sysial_will make
N
lion at demonstration made
larger ptiches--that will 'get you
before press and science
T more fruit per bushe1 than the
Thie Emmett Blevens c
VOTIIPFS. Postwar LOCI ...WU,
.suI1
_
Asesseasararratreszeide
erern-wm
Tobacco Setting
Lear radios and also will be
Allow at Ivast tw, weeks from
a•ailable toe office. enter
the time a heavy cover -crop is
tatrinsepi...inclustzial_ gad_ JpAiLL..
MR"
ern
ea:tonal purpses.
- .are set • Setting
Immediately fulGraduate Veterinarian • lowing the plowing of a heavy
crop may 'fail toaproduae a goad
•605 Olive Stres
The late season -may make
it necessarysto turn under a heavy
Telephnne 560
growth and probably yutz plants
are ready to set
You will find it
helpful to apply 300 pounds Of
svenamica ser 400 pounds of nitrate
of sod-- or 1000 pounds of 686 fertso thins:
tilizer per acre to supply enough
ROSES FOR REMEMBRANCE-- Itinnente Devoting.
canna:sauces
and
relieve
gas on
naregen to speed up the decay of
Matured player cr NBC's daytime drama When a
stomach.
the
eever
crop
Thus
tioer-rim apThis successful prescription is now put
Girl Names wears a Mother s Day corsag• of
ply
to
Crimson
Clover
or
Vetch
up under-the name of ADLERIKA.
pine roses exactly mai.hIng Me one ta m.nicrtur•
Plowing uniSer fertilizer at the
Get a bottle of Adlerika next time.
worn by her snsan daughter Sara. Sara is lust Its
you stop at your druggist's and see
same time the soil is, bruken greatin the
-0 younger *down of leerier% $ httl•
for yourself how quickly gas is rely reduces labor at the setting time
radio story.
lieved and gentle but thorough Lose'
and very 'often Increases ..the
action follows. Goal fee old and young.
chances_ of getting a good ttand of
Caution. Use only as directed.
•
Gee Allentim Omen yefer &resew reefs,. tobacco with ant settings ,
portati'on t.) ond from camp.. Mr.
Dona set tobacco if the temManchesteraeOui ,
Dale & Stubblefield Company
perature tram 10 ei fr to 5 p.m is
T1.0 "soup is now under the actTroop
89,
Kirksey
above 00 degrees F. High tem- •
tve leaderdnp. of Jimmy Ramsey.
perature kills 'many -of the plants. — • The Bey Scouts of Tres..;p °9 had Rill Rewlett. and John D Phillips
Pains were 1 They Kier a competent staff of
If setting must be done in very a meting April 24
hOt weather. sot in the late after- de-cussed far gyring to camp this I assistants
Scoetrriaeters wear :Ind
i
Delivered
TSO
16 3-4e
Brown 'nicker. assistant 'Jerre!:
summet
moon.
said tatlay/ that intenied to
or less at Yard
Ille
showed
Sceutnlaster.
us
a
mesilne
Dent
set plans directly in cenLedership t'.its
1 dvvelop tree
.e .,
desalt Lots betivered ... .., te
3eTWITK-TartiIizer
As hale as picture.
highe st degree and expected each
SEE US FOR CINDER
'to
our
are
welcome
Visitors
200 pounds of fertilizer per acre in
by to like advantage of ledrierBUILDING BLOCKS
the hill or in the raw may lull weekly meeting on Tuesday night. ship, development. The comelete
Any Quantity.. one Block or
plants set in it
1.11110
From 200 to 800
Staut*e.11. Board of Review, and
Troop Me. 4.S. Murray
pounds of fertiltzer, or even more, .
I troop offices will be announced
'-eney be used safely in bands ,or
Appriatamately '32 imembers of next week. a
hills if plant are set a few inehes Troep 45 plan to ettand Camp
Members et Troop 4.5 are dame
III) N. Third St.
frern the fertilizer: N., advantage RikAmtAck in Items -Camp fee" nicety . in their
Merit" Badge a•ak
gained by having the ...fertilizer will be %'00 this _season. accordWe expeet -ate have several Eagle
r!-s -r Oise f r inchataas the...lu
C. .Manitheuut.!r.
-ke-reer eereirthetere by Jenmrey. -1946.

17/ The WEEK'S NEWS

a,

mons. of Murray. were in Paris,
Tenn. and Hazel Monday. ' •
Sorry indeed to learn of the
death of Mrs. Johnny James of
Hazel who died -recently..in St.
Louis where she was making her
home with her brother, Tom Bell
and daughter.
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{.CINDER BLOCKS
75.

I

Ross Feed Co.

I

W111 IL

BOONE'S

MOVED!

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Save 10 to 20%
On Cash and Carry on
both Laundry and
Cleaning

We are now located across the street from the
Murray Stock Yards in building formerly occupied
by J. T. Taylor Seed Company. At present we have
a very good supply of most all FIELD SEEDS. The
government advises farmers to accept early deliveries of fert
.
ilizer because of shipping conditions

Murray POst Office
To Close Saturday
A fternoon,Sledd Says

Beginning Saturday. May 12. the
Murray Post Office will close as
fellows:
The Meney Order. Postal Savings and Bond Department will
clot,,- at 1:00 P.M.
The General Delivery. Stamp and
Pars-al Poet window will Clt.34.• at
2:00 P.M.
This closing will, in no way in'
terfere With the dispatehieg of It
mail. and any mail that arrive! es
the trains Saturday afternoon well
be etrierd•tsi.the inek --boxes.
Ttespeetfully,
Harry I.Slsdd.
WORTHINGTONS 1.IKE MURRAY

Mr
d .Mrs. J C
A.:Ade-In Murray ht 1480 Olrve
Bled! Mr Werthinetrin is enfaty
• ni iiieer with the 1"VA They h ive
twat 44*-44fesrec-fr -401Y— eevea years
,wrsied Jimniy. and a Jittle dough.,t five named" Sue.
They have load in Mairray •-ince
5. ptereber. 1,43. and IfIZZ here very
rroich
Mr.
Worthington -works
asta the Le•ne Club and Mrs.
Wert:sae...len eases:a tte• N1 ai ers
os Ti ;Irene Sae, I
Out.
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• Owensboro Cut, Under and Regular
Wagons.
• Brinly Rastus Cultivators and Blades.
• Chattanooga Plow Repair Parts.
• Field Fence, Barbed Wire & Netting.
• Slate Roofing, Asphalt and Felts.
• Wall Rite Paper and Felt.
• Card Tables and Smoking Stands.
• Utility Cabinets.
.0 Used TVA Folding Chairs.
• New Method Paints and Varnishes.
• Axle, Cup and Pressure Greases:
• Pressure Grease Guns.
• Sickle Grinders.
• Hames, Traces, Back Bands, Bridles,
Collars, Collar Pads, etc.
• Garden Rakes, Hoes, Spades, Shovels.
• Garden Seeds and Vigoro.
• Dish Pans, Stewers, Double Boilers,
Percolators, etc.
• Chick Brooders, Fountains, Feeders.
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Hardware.

ANNUAL STORY REUNION
Ti) BE HELD AT WEST FORK
CHU1H II SUNDAY, MAY 13

DOUGLASS HARDWARE CO

The annual Story Reunion will
be held at West Ferk Church • •
Mother's Day, May 13,
An' 'invitation is -extended to
friends and loved ones of the Story
family.

Cow Peas

Red

Back the attack! Buy War &MU! .

'

anywhere! Yes, sir, I'm betting my car will last!"

Telephone Directory Has Been Delivered!
-

f
i
&

*GUISPRIDE

.

FOR YOUR MOTOR

TOUGH in

SOO *Neer 111101ORCII broils

lett at Geed

Kingwa Soybeans

Sweet Clover

Odgen Soybeans

White Dutch Clover

Arksoy Soybeans

Red

Ky. Blue Grass

Neal's

Orchard Grass

Teem. Red Cob

Rye Grass

Funk G

-**GULFLEX
roa
.r•

listings made since the lost directory was printed.

VERY
WELCOME!

Paymaster

Across Street from Stockyards
Second

• Cosmetics
• Perfumes
• Cologn
• Stationery
• Beautiful -Greeting Cards

prt
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•

r the tar

Here is how you can help.

• Protect your directory against damage and
is not misplaced.

see

that it

• When your telephone is moved, take your directory.
• Turn in all old directories with your other waste paper,

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD

Street

froar;1,

•

allI

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE ANOTELEGRAPH COMPANY
104C0k•ORATED
-11MIMI

-
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SAVE DIRECTORIES AND SAVE PAPER

•
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Murray, Kentucky

South

s

a
the

scribers. Call information only for numbers not listed in
the directory.

LOCATION—
—NA'
'

Telephone 64
We Deliver

Sri

or if you are in doubt, you can save time and get better

Select Your Gift for Mother Now
Before It's Too Late!

Hybrids

fur
to
•

service by consulting your new directory for all listed sub-

oW

Parker Seed Store
Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co. •

Out friction at up
to 39 vital chassis points!
Protection plus I

Avoid calling from memory! If you do not know a number

Farmcraft Hybrids

665

CHASSIS

Knocks

Your old directory is now out of dote' Use the new directory
just delivered as it includes the additions and changes

U. S. 13 Hybrid

Telephone

-

„against carbon and sludge!

Inexpentive Gifts
Can Be So

Jarvis Prolific Certified

Millet, German

1 te7
0

1

Jarvis Prolific Seed Corn

Top

Timothy

that
'
s

Capitol letters ...protects

_

Virginia Brown Soybeans

Clover

•

his

YOUR

Alsike Clover

Tr

because I know he gives the
finest lubrication I can get

del

WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS

Common Lespedeza

believe him,

"What
'
s more,

An oil

Rape

ea(
Sei
it,,
the
fee
Iin

lost weU beyond V-Day!'

FIELD SEEDS

Seed Popcorn

elii
lea
Dche
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on

We have a good stock of repair parts for disk
harrows, cultivators, mowers, rakes and corn drills.
Also a good stock of General Line
IN AND SEE US.

We are also booking HYBRID SEED CORN orders.

Korean Lespedeza

my Gulf man's

my

pride

Ia

Kobe Lespedeza

for
WS
to
tits
ter

"But let's face facts: I may
lot get a new car for 2 or 3
• years aTter vietoryHt s tough,

COME

We sell the world's best fertilizer — FEDERAL
Why not play safe by letting us
— it will drill.
book your order.

Below is listed a few of the many
we carry.

onu
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"
as soon as the war is over.

MS-CERT/I an improved nswder to
be •prineted on upper or luvier plates
bold* fame teeth enure firmly In place
Do not slide slip or rock !No gummy
gooey. pasty taste or feel nu. FAR
TEETII Is al k &An* tocp-4c..1) Do.* not
.our. Chock. "plate csid.ir" 1.1 ostlerbreath). Cot FAS"tftrTIT,•t it • dew
mune
•
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DOUGLASS_ HARDWARE CO.

GIVE

1

Back the Attack
By Buying
War Bonds!

LIM

Dorman

Boy Scout, News

11

$

I- De FALSE TEETH
Rock, Slid. or Slip?

-•
LEGS,
. ARMS!'

Prescription
. .Filled
Over 15 Whoa Times

Ws- Midtniirsillimsdule tip :been
appointed Emergency War Food
Conseevation Assistant in Calloway
county during the months of May a
and June.
Mrs. Raiisdale who was appointed
by the University of Kentucky, attended a short course ip the var-i
iota theiheids of Food peeservation I
et the. University, Lexington, "fe- 1
cently. 'During June she will be glad to
work with all gretlps of wernen
interested in the modern methods
food cohservation and in the
use of canning equipmsna,
Mrs Ragsdale who will work in

--

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Flood. Mr.
and Mrs Garvin Flood .apel children, Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Flouel
and children yf Paris, Tenn., were
Sunday guests of Mr. and 'Mrs,
Martin Fleod and daughter., arid
Mr. arid Mrs. Curdis Clark and
children of Almo. Route 2.
Pfc.
Mattison E. • Bury who
spent 10 months overseas, telephoned his wife- Saturday afternoon that he had arrived 'safely in
the. States.
Mrs Flora Mae Holland of Murray was in Puryear. Tenn., Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Wise-hart. Ms
and Mrs. Genneth Wisehart. abil
Mr. and Mrs. James Wisehart of
Detroit Who spent the, past few
,days in Murray to visit Pete Wisehart's brother. and Genneth and
James Wiseharta father, Noah.'
Wiefiart who has been very a in
the Mason Hospital. left Saturday
for DestruIt. Noah is doing nicely at this wrrting.
Mr. and Mrs_ Bill _Simmons of
Hazel. Route 2. were Thursday
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Jeihnnie
Simmons of -Murray.
Mrs. Bertha Rogers. who has
been very ill for some time. remains Ha—Kentucky Belle

HOME. RESCUE WORK --Invasion
craft built IOP attacking hostile
shores am utilized in Louisiana
Road areas to rescue livestock and
household possession, as Red
Prover overflows its banks.

cooperation with Miss Rachel Revsdentstisti :It i.
lAnd, the .1tome
agent. ie located in the heal Ca,
Office_ at 504 W
ty
Main.
_

Kentucky Bell's News Mrs. Ragsdale Is
.Mr. and Mrs. Ted Thorne and Named Emergency
Kentucky Bell and son. E. H. Sim- War Food Assistant

•
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